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Abstract5
Hazardous marine icing is a major concern for ships operating in Arctic waters during freezing conditions. Sea spray6
generated by the interaction between a ship and ocean waves is the most important water source in these dangerous icing7
events. Although there exist several data sets with observations of ice accretion in conjunction with meteorological and8
oceanographic parameters, these data sets often have shortcomings and only a few are obtained in Arctic-Norwegian9
waters. In this study, icing rates from a large coast-guard vessel type, the KV Nordkapp class, are used for verification10
of a newly proposed Marine-Icing Model for the Norwegian COast Guard (MINCOG). Ship observations, NOrwegian11
ReAnalysis 10 km data (NORA10), and wave data based on empirical statistical relationships between wind and waves12
are all applied in MINCOG and the results are compared. The model includes two different empirically-derived for-13
mulations of spray flux. It is found that in general the best results for different verification scores are obtained by using14
a combination of observed atmosphere and ocean-wave parameters from the ships, and wave period and direction from15
NORA10, regardless of the spray-flux formulation applied. Furthermore, the results illuminate that wave parameters16
derived from formulas based on empirical relationships between the local wind speed and significant wave height and17
wave period, compared to those obtained from observations or NORA10, considerably worsen icing-rate predictions18
in Arctic-Norwegian waters when applied in MINCOG.19
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NOMENCLATURE
A Albedo of freezing surface
BIAS Mean error: 1n′ ∑
n′
i=1 (Pi−Oi),
n′ number of events, Pi predictions, Oi observations
Cd Drag coefficient
CI Ice concentration (code/fraction)
c Wave-phase speed (m s−1)
cg Wave-group speed (m s−1)
cp Specific heat capacity of air
(
1004 J kg−1 °C−1
)
cw Specific heat capacity of sea water
(
4000 J kg−1 °C−1
)
D Freezing plate width (4 m)
DD Wind direction (°)∗∗
DW Wave direction (°)∗∗
Dir Ship direction (°)∗∗
Dp Water depth (m)
dr Droplet diameter (2.0 mm)
E Collection efficiency
ES Ice-accumulation thickness (cm)




























Hs Significant wave height (m)
Hsw Swell-wave height (m)
Hws Wind-wave height (m)
IS Icing cause (code)
k∗ Interfacial distribution coefficient (0.3)
ka Thermal conductivity of air
(
0.023 W m−1 °C−1
)




















MAE Mean absolute error: 1n′ ∑
n′
i=1 |Pi−Oi|





~n1 Normal vector towards freezing plate
N Spray frequency (s-1)
NN Total cloud cover (oktas)
Nu Nusselt number
Nud Droplet Nusselt number
Pr Prandtl number (0.715)
Ps Significant wave period (s)
Psw Swell-wave period (s)
Pws Wind-wave period (s)
p Air pressure at mean sea level (hPa)
































R2 Coefficient of determination
R2cv Leave one out cross-validated R
2
Re Reynolds number
Red Droplet Reynolds number









RH Relative humidity of air (fraction)
RR Accumulated water-equivalent precipitation (mm)
Sb Salinity of brine (‰)
Sc Schmidt number (0.595)
Si Salinity of ice (‰)
Sw Salinity of sea water (‰)




s Distance from freezing plate to gunwale (m)
T Collection time of spray (s)
T850 Air temperature at 850 hPa (°C)
Ta Air temperature at ship level (°C)
Td Droplet temperature (°C)
Tf Freezing temperature of sea water (°C)
Ts Freezing temperature of brine (°C)
Tw Sea-surface temperature (°C)
tdur Time duration of spray cloud (s)
tint Time interval between a collision between a ship and waves (s)
∆t Time difference between two ES-observations (h)
~Vd Droplet velocity in coordinate system following ship
~Vrel Relative velocity between droplets and wind
~V Absolute wind velocity

















~Wr Wind velocity in coordinate system following ship
Wr Relative speed between a ship and wind or




WW Present weather (code)
~x 3D position vector in coordinate system following ship
z Height above sea level (6.5-8.5 m)
z∗ Non-dimensional height above significant waves (z∗ = 2zHs −1)
α Angle between a ship and waves (°)
β Angle between a ship and wind (°)
γ Tilt angle between the freezing plate and the horizontal (85°)
ε Ratio of molecular weights of water and air (0.622)



















5.67×10−8 W m−2 K−4
)
τ Droplet flight time (s)
φr Heading relative to wind in coordinate system following ship (°)
∗∗ defined in wind-direction notation, i.e. azimuth of incoming direction.
1. Introduction22
Icing at sea can be a hazardous phenomenon which under the most dramatic circumstances may cause capsizing and23
the loss of lives. According to Stallabrass (1971), 40 Canadian fishermen died due to icing in the 1960s. Icing on24
ships can be divided into sea-spray icing, where wave-ship-collision-generated sea spray is reckoned as being the most25
important water source in dangerous icing events (Lozowski et al., 2000; Stallabrass, 1980; Zakrzewski, 1987), and into26
atmospheric icing where the water source is either fog, typically Arctic sea smoke, rain/drizzle or snow (Stallabrass,27
1980). Icing can also be a result of a combination of both. From the 1960s to the 1980s there was extensive work in28
different countries trying to collect icing data for use in prediction of dangerous icing events. The data were used either29
to create statistical relationships between different environmental parameters and observed icing rates, e.g. Mertins30
(1968), or as input to wave-ship-collision-generated freezing sea-spray algorithms, e.g. Stallabrass (1980). Overland31
et al. (1986) on the other hand, use a combination of both. Brown and Roebber (1985) estimate that around 700032
questionnaire responses from the USA, Canada, Japan, the former Soviet Union, Sweden and Germany were used to33
collect icing data. Unfortunately little of these data have been made accessible for use.34
An article review has revealed that 516 cases of ice accretion are available from the east coast of Canada and35
Alaska. For the east coast of Canada 3 papers include the following numbers of icing events: 39 cases in Stallabrass36
(1980), 45 cases in Zakrzewski et al. (1989) and 307 cases in Roebber and Mitten (1987). The Alaskan data are only37
published in Pease and Comiskey (1985) and 58 of them were selected and applied in Overland et al. (1986). In38
addition, Zakrzewski and Lozowski (1989) have collected 115 cases by translating Russian papers from the 1970s.39
Common to most of these data sets are that cases from different ship types are merged together. Due to variations in40
bow shape and ship size, spray characteristics and spray icing resulting from collisions between ship and wave, may41
be different among ship types. Zakrzewski et al. (1989) is the only data set where all 45 cases are from a single ship42
type. The data here are from a 19-day cruise by the stern trawler MT Zanberg, February 1988. The maximum number43
of observations from the same ship type from the remaining data sets, is 18, taken from the tugboat Justine Foss in the44
Pease and Comiskey (1985) data set. The other data sets contain a maximum of 10 cases from the same ship type. In45
Norwegian waters there is a sparse amount of icing data currently available. The only events found in the literature46
are the two recordings in Horjen (2013, 1990) from the whaling vessel Endre Dyrøy, and the 12 recordings of total ice47
accumulation merged inside Eide (1983), and used in Hansen (2012), from the stationary weather-ship AMI.48
In order to calculate icing rates precisely, information from different atmospheric and oceanographic parameters,49
e.g. temperature, humidity, pressure, wind speed and direction, wave height, wave period, wave direction, water50
depth, sea-surface temperature, and sea-water salinity, is ideally required. In addition, information on ice-accumulation51
rate, ship type, ship speed and direction, and the location on the ship where the ice accumulation has taken place, is52
also necessary. Information of spray characteristics from the mentioned ship type, is advantageous. Unfortunately53
none of the mentioned data sets include measurements of these parameters. The wave period in Horjen (1990) is for54
instance both estimated from an empirical relationship between wave height and wave period from observations on55
Tromsøflaket, and by following the Pierson-Moscowich spectrum (Pierson and Moskowitz, 1964) based on a fully56
developed sea meaning that waves are in equilibrium with the local prevailing wind. In newer studies considering icing57
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on ships and rigs in the Barents Sea (Hansen, 2012; Kulyakhtin and Tsarau, 2014; Teigen et al., 2015), parameters from58
Norwegian Reanalysis 10 km hindcast archive (NORA10) have been used as input for icing calculations. Although59
NORA10 data are in fairly good agreement with observed wind and wave data (Reistad et al., 2011), the quality of60
these data in icing situations is unknown. This is important since Reistad et al. (2011) underline that these data clearly61
underestimate higher wind speeds at the coast of Northern Norway and in some polar-low situations offshore.62
In the current study, 37 cases with ice accumulation from the three similar Norwegian Coast Guard vessels: KV An-63
denes, KV Nordkapp and KV Senja (KV Nordkapp class, Figure 1) in the period 1983-1998, are published. Observed64
values of different meteorological and oceanographic parameters are published together with ice-accumulation data65
taken routinely on a fixed position on the ship. Weather information like visibility, cloud cover and precipitation type is66
also included. The observations are collected routinely, mainly every three hours, and observations from 1986-1995 are67
double-checked by comparison with the original handwritten data. All observations from the Norwegian Coast Guard68
are in general classified as restricted information, but the Norwegian Coast Guard allowed publication of these data69
for scientific purposes. Due to the substantial lack of icing data in Norwegian waters, the full data set is presented in70
this article. Furthermore, a new icing model: Marine-Icing model for the Norwegian COast Guard (MINCOG), is also71
presented. This model is a further development of the T1-model published in Samuelsen et al. (2015), and is mainly72
a combination of models presented by Lozowski et al. (2000), Makkonen (1987), Stallabrass (1980) and Zakrzewski73
(1987). Spray-flux formulations are derived from two different sources of spray data (Borisenkov et al., 1975; Horjen74
et al., 1986) and icing-rate calculations are made applying both formulations. Comparison is made between observed75
icing rates and calculated icing rates from MINCOG. Moreover, calculated icing rates by using alternative sources76
as input parameters, including NORA10 and statistical relationships between wind and waves, are also tested against77
the observed icing rate. All calculations are additionally verified based on a multi-categorically approach and by in-78
cluding 41 cases of no-accretion. The goal with MINCOG is to be able to routinely forecast icing rates in the three79
categories: light, moderate, and severe, at the position of the ship where ice accumulation has been recorded. This may80
be included as a part of operational weather forecasting where the input to the icing model is output from numerical81
prediction models from the ocean and the atmosphere.82
2. Icing model (MINCOG)83
2.1. Wave-ship-interaction icing84
When ships interact with waves, most of the sea spray is generated during collision (Figure 2). Sea spray is also gener-85
ated by strong winds ripping off small droplets from the crest of breaking waves, but the amount of water generated in86
this process is much smaller compared to the wave-ship-collision-generated sea spray, especially at the lower parts of87
the ship which are being considered in this study (Brown and Roebber, 1985; Horjen, 1990). Figure 2 illustrates that88
waves with a certain wave-phase speed (c) and a wave height (Hs) hit a ship with a certain speed (Vs). The wave-phase89
speed (c) is dependent of the water depth (Dp) of the ocean and the wave period (Ps). In reality, the ocean surface90
has series of waves with varying heights and periods. Nevertheless, the wave characteristics are here represented with91
the significant wave height and wave period with a certain mean direction (DW ). The spray-cloud, which is generated92
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during collision, has a salinity (Sw) and sea-surface temperature (Tw). Droplets in the spray-cloud are transported by93
the air with a wind velocity (~V ), temperature (Ta), relative humidity (RH ), and pressure (p), and settled onto different94
surfaces of the ship. During the flight-time of the droplets (τ), the droplets in the spray travel a distance (s), and are95
cooled by the air to a new droplet temperature (Td). The amount of water brought by the wind creates a spray flux96
(Rw), and the fraction of the spray flux that freezes (n), is the icing flux (Ri). The icing measurements in consideration97
are taken on the almost vertical plate (γ = 85°) from the front deck to the cannon deck marked with a black line in98
Figure 2. The plate is approximately 2 m high (z = 6.5 m to z = 8.5 m) and 4 m wide, when measured from the General99
arrangement of the ship (Figure 3). Icing-rates ( dhdt =
Ri
ρi
) are calculated as a mean value vertically, and at the mid point100
in the horizontal direction, i.e. along the y-axis in Figure 3. Other details about the ship can be found in Samuelsen101
et al. (2015). Incoming longwave radiation (↓ LW) from the atmosphere is absorbed on the plate. Incoming shortwave102
radiation (↓ SW) is partly reflected depending of the surface Albedo (A) of the ice. The plate radiates back (↑ LW)103
depending on its surface temperature (Ts) and its emissivity.104
2.2. Spray-flux calculations105
2.2.1. Available spray data106
In order to get information about the amount of water that is available for freezing, one has to calculate the spray107
flux (Rw) at this location of the ship. Measurements of sea spray do not exist for the KV Nordkapp ships, and an108
exact formulation of the spray flux is difficult to obtain. In the literature there are three data sets for collected spray109
for three different ship types (Table 1). For the Borisenkov and the Horjen data there exist different formulations110
providing empirical relationships between meteorological, oceanographic and ship parameters, and expected liquid111
water content (lwc) or spray flux (Rw) for different heights above deck or sea level. Ryerson (1995) on the other hand112
provides 39 cases of lwc taken from a fixed position z = 10 m above sea level, at a distance 30 m from the bow, without113
giving a specific relationship between measured lwc and the environmental parameters. Since the United States Coast114
Guard Cutter (USCGC) Midgett is a coast guard ship with approximately the same length as KV Nordkapp, simple115
feasible statistical relationships between the lwc-data and the other parameters observed in Ryerson (1995) were tested.116
However, there was no success in finding an acceptable expression for lwc from these data based on linear regression117
modelling. For this reason, spray flux was calculated by applying expressions from the Borisenkov and Horjen data118
(Table 1).119
2.2.2. Spray flux derived from Borisenkov data120
When using the Borisenkov data one has to derive an expression for the spray flux that could be applicable for the121
KV Nordkapp ship type. Since spray is not delivered to the ship continuously, a time-averaged spray flux is used122
(Zakrzewski, 1987):123
Rw = E(~Vd · ~n1)lwcNtdur (1)
~n1 = [sinγ,0,cosγ]
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Table 1: Overview of spray data available in the literature. Different expressions for liquid water content and spray flux derived from the data are
also included.
Name Ship Length Rw/lwc expression Reference
Borisenkov data MFV Narva 39 m lwc = 2.36×10−5 exp(−0.55z)†
Borisenkov et al. (1975) citet in
Zakrzewski and Lozowski (1989)
lwc = 6.36×10−5HsV 2r exp(−0.55z) Zakrzewski (1987)
lwc = 1.3715×10−5H2.5s exp(−0.55z) Roebber and Mitten (1987)
Horjen data Endre Dyrøy 63.6 m†† Rw derived from event-lwc data Horjen et al. (1986)
Rw
f = A(z





(Az∗+B) ,φr ∈ 〈40,50〉°
Horjen (2013)
Ryerson data USCGC Midgett 115 m Event-lwc data Ryerson (1995)
† Units cm3 cm−3 instead of kg m−3
†† The Norwegian Directorate of Fisheries (2016)




(cg−Vs cos(α)), where α (φr), cg (Ps)
E is the collection or collision efficiency, ~Vd = [ud ,vd ,wd ] is the droplet speed at impact in a coordinate system fol-124
lowing the ship, which is multiplied with the normal component (~n1) towards the plate tilting 85° from the horizontal,125
lwc is the liquid water content of the spray, and Ntdur is a time-averaging term, where N is the spray frequency and126
tdur the spray-cloud duration time. Collection efficiency is assumed to be unity following Finstad (1995) for droplets127
above 500 µm. Borisenkov et al. (1975) obtained a relationship between observed lwc from spray observations on128
MFV (medium-sized fishing vessel) Narva, and height above deck level. However, the original formulation does not129
include any relationship between the environmental conditions, ship motions and the observed water content (Table 1).130
Zakrzewski (1987) proposed a formulation for lwc which includes the significant wave height and the relative speed131
(Vr) between a ship and an oncoming wave:132
lwc = 6.36×10−5HsV 2r exp(−0.55(z−3.5)), z≥ 3.5 (2)
The constant was slightly corrected due to a calculation error mentioned in Samuelsen et al. (2015), and z is here133
adjusted to be taken from the sea level instead of deck level using the free-board height of 3.5 m on an MFV (Zakrzewski134
and Lozowski, 1989). The distance from the sea level of KV Nordkapp to the vertical mid point of the freezing plate135
is measured from the GA to be 7.5 m with a draught of 4.5 m (Figure 3 a
)
). When applying Equation 2 in icing136
calculations, icing is calculated from z = 6.5 m to 8.5 m, and the average icing rate from these levels is applied.137
Although MFV Narva is different from the longer and broader KV Nordkapp, the shape of the bow of a typical 39 m138
long MFV (Figure 3.1 in Zakrzewski and Lozowski (1989)) and the shape of the bow on KV Nordkapp (Figure 1 and139
2) has similarities, at least when seen from the side. The plate in consideration is also a maximum of 19.7 m from the140
gunwale, hence not far in the back of the 105 m long ship, and this will probably make the use of the lwc from the MFV141
Narva less unreasonable than otherwise. The relative speed between the wave phase and the ship is calculated from142
Aksyutin (1979); Comstock (1967):143
Vr = c−Vs cosα (3)
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α is the difference between the wave direction (DW ) and the mean ship direction (Dir). Generally the wave phase speed144







, λ = cPs (4)
In all but one of the cases (start position of case nr 2), deep-water approximation was valid and c could be calculated146
from the wave period alone. Thus, in order for the model to be applicable in areas where deep-water approximation is147
not valid, the general term for c is applied instead of only the deep-water version; so far only the latter version has been148
applied in marine icing studies (Horjen, 2013; Lozowski et al., 2000). The inclusion of the general term of wave phase149
speed is important since dangerous icing events in shallower waters, like the fjords of Northern Norway, are reported150
from time to time (Jørgensen, 1981; Norwegian Broadcasting Corporation (NRK), 2010). The expression for the lwc151
that is only dependent of the wave height suggested by Roebber and Mitten (1987), was not considered in the current152
study.153
Although lwc is taken from a smaller ship type than the KV Nordkapp, ship-spray frequency (N) and spray-cloud154
duration time (tdur) may be adjusted to get a more realistic overall spray flux for this larger ship type. According to155









Since spray is not produced continuously and not during every ship-wave encounter (Horjen, 1990; Zakrzewski et al.,158
1993), N is less than 1tint . Ryerson (2013) provides a relationship between ship speed and N from the measurements on159
USCGC Midgett (Ryerson, 1995; Ryerson and Longo, 1992). However, Ryersons formula is not valid for ship speeds160
below 1.7 m s−1, and this was the situation in 7 of the 37 cases in the current study. Spray-frequency measurements161
from MFVs are also available from Panov (1971) cited in Zakrzewski and Lozowski (1989). An average value of these162
data shows that spray jet is generated for every second ship-wave encounter. Lozowski et al. (2000) state that the spray163
jet on average is generated with every fourth ship-wave encounter on a large whaling vessel, and this expression for164





Applying this expression for spray frequency is probably more realistic for the large KV Nordkapp ships than the166
empirical derived expression for MFVs used in Samuelsen et al. (2015).167
There are also several different formulations of the spray-cloud-duration time in the literature. Zakrzewski (1987)168
uses mean observed spray-cloud-duration time of an MFV. He proposes the following formula using Buckingham169






Vr and Hs were in Equation 7 derived by assuming a fetch of 200 nautical miles (nm). Lozowski et al. (2000) adjusted171
the constant (Const. = tdurV
2
HsVr








Exactly how this Const.-adjustment is carried out, is not explained in Lozowski et al. (2000). When investigating the173
observations in Ryerson (1995), and extracting values for V , Vr and Hs 3, the mean value for Const. was calculated to174
be approximately 10 (Figure 4 a
)
). On the other hand, Figure 4 a
)
illustrates that there is no clear linear relationship175
between the observed tdur in Ryerson (1995) and calculated tdur from Equation 8, since the Const. is in fact not constant,176
rather a variable taking values from approximately 0 to 35 with a standard deviation of 7. This indicates that Equation 8177
is not valid for these data. Simple linear regression models adopting VrHsV 2 as a predictor and tdur as a response variable,178
also reveal a p-value of 0.736 which is clearly not significant (5 % level). A negative R2cv and a R
2 of 0.004 confirm179
this weak linear relationship between tdur and VrHsV 2 . When trying out other factors as input to a simple linear regression180
model, the best fit (i.e highest R2cv) was found when
VrHs
V was used as a predictor instead. Removing two possible181
outliers in nr 10 and 19, the final regression model was:182
tdur = b0 +b1
VrHs
V
b0 = 0.1230 s (9)
b1 = 0.7009 s m−1
The model was now more robust with a positive leave-one-out cross-validated determination coefficient (R2cv) of 0.119.183
However, there is still not a strong linear relationship between tdur and the new predictor, indicated by an R2 of only184
0.218 (Figure 4 b
)
). The overall p-value from F-statistics was 0.006 indicating a significant non-zero slope. The resid-185
uals of the model were also checked and no clear violations of normality, homoscedasticity, linearity and independence186
were found. When tested on the observed values from the 37 cases in the current study, the time duration from this187
formula was tdur ∈ [0.20,6.90] s, ¯tdur = 2.28 s. This is comparable to the values of Ryerson (1995): tdur ∈ [0.47,5.20] s,188
¯tdur = 2.69 s. Since the factor V 2 is replaced by V , this formulation is also more robust at lower wind speeds; applying189
Equation 7 and 8 would greatly enhance the spray flux for low wind speeds, which is a problem when applying the190
model to areas with dominating swell waves and an imbalance between the wave and wind field.191
The last component in the spray-flux term (Equation 1), is the component of the droplet speed normal to the192
freezing plate (~Vd · ~n1). Vd is dependent of the droplet diameter (dr), and the spray cloud contains droplets of various193
sizes (Ryerson, 1995). Droplets with different sizes also have different droplet flight-times, and hence different droplet194
temperatures (Td). On the other hand, in order to reduce calculation-complexity, it was decided to use a constant195
droplet size (dr) of 2 mm (0.002 m), following the typical droplet size of 1.5-2.0 mm used in other studies (Horjen,196
3Wr , Vs, Hws, Hsw and relative directions between bow, wind and waves were measured. Deep-water approximation was assumed and Ps was
calculated from V and an assumed fetch of 100 nautical miles (nm) (Zakrzewski, 1987). Hs was calculated from Hs =
√
H2ws +H2sw, α was taken as
180° minus the mean value between relative wind-wave and swell-wave direction. In addition, observations which contain double splashes or lack
wave information, are removed (nr 10, 12, 13, and 23)
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1990; Lozowski et al., 2000; Stallabrass, 1980). ~Vd was then calculated according to the equation of motion used in197










| ~Vrel| ~Vrel− ~g∗ = 0 (10)
where


















The equations are solved on component form in 3 dimensions where~x=(x,y,z), ~Vd =(ud ,vd ,wd) and ~Wr =(Wrx,Wry,0)199
(assuming only horizontal winds).200
A mathematical expression in polar coordinates for the distance s from the mid point of the plate to the gunwale of201
the front part of the ship (Figure 3), was found to be:202
s =









(b2−a2)cos2β +a2 +b2−2s20 sin
2
β
The expression is adjusted to fit β to be the angle between the ship and the wind, and this is always between 90° and203
180° when the ship is going against the wind. s is the distance from the mid point of the plate to the gunwale, and x204
and y in Figure 3 b
)
can be found when converting from polar to Cartesian coordinates: x =−scosβ , and y =±ssinβ .205
Since the wind is carrying the droplets to the freezing plate, it is in this context assumed that the splash created from206
the waves also origins from the same position as the wind at the gunwale of the ship. This expression was found to207
fit the shape of the gunwale in Figure 3 b
)
better than the assumed ellipse in Samuelsen et al. (2015). Notice that the208
minimum distance is around β = 95°. The droplets were further assumed to be initial at rest according to a coordinate209
system following the boat, i.e. equal to Vs in an absolute coordinate system. Since the boat is moving, the droplets will210
not follow a straight line. To find the initial position of droplets that would hit the mid point of the plate from a given211
~Wr, a given β0 > β , and the corresponding (x0,y0) along the gunwale that would yield a final x = 0 and y close to 0, was212
found (backward calculation). Only for an initial β close to 90°, low V and high Vs, the droplets would not hit the mid213
point of the freezing plate with a fixed accuracy. For the 37 cases, all droplets hit the centre of the freezing plate ±0.1214
m in the y-direction.215
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2.2.3. Spray flux derived from Horjen data216
Alternatively to the spray flux calculated from the Borisenkov data, a time-averaged spray-flux expression derived from217
spray observations from Endre Dyrøy was also applied. Although the length of Endre Dyrøy is about 60% of the 105218
m long KV Nordkapp, the spray data were collected in the front of the ship, only 17.2 m from the vessel bow (Horjen,219
2013). This is not far from the 19.7 m from the bow to the freezing plate on KV Nordkapp (Figure 3). Horjen provides220
two expressions for the time-averaged spray flux: one in a paper from 1989 (Horjen and Carstens, 1989) applied in his221
doctoral thesis (Horjen, 1990), and one in a newer paper from 2013 (Horjen, 2013). Horjen and Carstens (1989) claim222
that wave height is the only oceanographic parameter observed, and use the Pierson-Moscowich spectrum for wave-223
period calculation (Pierson and Moskowitz, 1964). However, the table with the raw data in Horjen et al. (1986), lists224
only wind speed, ship speed and relative heading. In Horjen (2013) both wave height and wave period are determined225
from the wind speed, but now by applying a different energy spectrum. Since the actual wave height and wave period226
could be quite different than these parameters calculated from energy spectra, the observed wave height and wave227
period from Endre Dyrøy were retrieved from the Norwegian Meteorological Climate database for observations nearby228
in time (Norwegian Meteorological Institute, 2016). The observed wave height and wave period were in the mean 1.6229
m and 3.1 s lower than the values obtained using the relationship in Horjen (2013) (Equation 34 and 35). More details230
about how the data were extracted and the final data set obtained, are presented in Appendix B. A reproduction of231
the data and data fit in Horjen (2013) and a new data fit obtained with the observed values of Hs and Ps, can be seen232
in Figure 5. Following Horjen (2013), values for the three different heading angles in a coordinate system following233
the boat (φr) are plotted separately. Notice that φr is defined different from β (like in Horjen (2013)), e.g. φr = 0° is234
heading against the wind. The new data set suggests a power law fit for all three φr, and the lower Hs results in higher z∗235
values. When converting the power-law fit to a logarithmic scale, R2-values were calculated. The R2-values in Figure236
5 a
)
were the same as reported by Horjen (2013) except for φr = 0 where the R2 actually was higher. When comparing237
the new data fit in Figure 5 b
)
with Figure 5 a
)
, it is clear that the determination coefficient for φr = 45° and 15° is238
better in the new model. However, for φr = 0° the new R2 is lower, but the combined R2 for φr = 15° and 0° is the same239
between the two models (R2 = 0.66). The determination coefficient for φr = 45° alone is enhanced from 0.35 to 0.84240
when applying the observed values of Hs and Ps instead of the statistical relationship between wind and waves. The241
overall new model fit was also very good with R2 = 0.81 and R2cv = 0.72. The new updated spray-flux formulation can242
be formulated as follows:243
Rw = f1A(z∗)















A = 2.6739×10−5, B =−1.3563, for φr < 7.5°
A = 2.2008×10−4, B =−2.4082, for φr ∈ [7.5,30〉°
A = 1.7899×10−3, B =−2.9612, for φr ≥ 30°
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The constants are adjusted to fit the non-dimensional spray flux Rwf1 like in Horjen (2013). Note that the A-constants244
are now adjusted to fit f1 including gλ−1 = gc−1P−1s instead of P
−2
s . Although the scale is different than in Figure 5,245
the power law fit and R2-values are the same. Since there is no information in the Horjen data set about the direction246
of the waves, the wave direction is assumed to be equal to the wind direction and derived from φr during the model fit247
(Equation 16). Furthermore, deep-water approximation is assumed, and that the wave-group velocity and wave-phase248
velocity are assumed to be in the same direction. Nevertheless, when applying the spray-flux formulation in icing249
calculations, wave direction and the general term for wave group speed is applied. Since the spray flux in Horjen250
(2013) provides the spray along the relative wind vector in a coordinate system following the boat normal to a cylinder,251












The relative speed between the wind and the ship is given as:254
Wr =
√
V 2 +V 2s −2VsV cosβ (17)
where
Wrx =V cosβ −Vs
Wry =±V sinβ
β is the difference between the wind direction (DD) and the mean ship direction (Dir) and is between 90° and 180°255
since it is assumed that the ship is going against the wind. The direction angles were in all circumstances calculated256
using wind-direction notation. Both Wr in Equation 17 and Vr in Equation 3 are calculated in the start and end position257
of the trip using the mean value of the ship speed and the mean direction of the ship as input to the calculations.258
2.3. Heat balance259
2.3.1. Main equation260
From the average spray flux (Rw) on the freezing plate, icing rate can be calculated by taking into account the different261
heat fluxes involved in the icing process on the freezing surface. The heat equation when only taking into account the262
most important fluxes (Lozowski et al., 2000), is given as:263
Q f = Qc +Qe +Qd +Qr (18)
The left hand side of Equation 18 , Q f , is the energy that is released by freezing:264
Q f = LfsRi = (1− k∗)L f Ri (19)
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The expression for the latent heat of freezing for saline ice (Lfs) is taken from Makkonen (1987) and the interfacial265
distribution coefficient (k∗), i.e. the fraction of entrapped brine inside the ice, is set to 0.3 (mean value of Horjen (2013)266
and Makkonen (2010, 1987)). The heat fluxes on the right hand side of Equation 18, are given by:267
Qc = ha (Ts−Ta) (20)






Qr =↑ LW− ↓ LW+ ↑ SW− ↓ SW
= σ(Ts +273.15)4− ↓ LW− (1−A) ↓ SW (23)
Qc is the convective or sensible cooling from the air to the freezing brine, Qe is the evaporative cooling of the brine,268
Qd is a term representing the heating or cooling from the sea water to the brine, and Qr is the incoming and outgoing269
longwave (LW) and shortwave (SW) radiative heat fluxes. Notice that these Q-fluxes are defined positive when they270
contribute to cooling, and negative if they contribute to heating.271
A more thorough list of fluxes involved in the freezing process, could be found in Jessup (1985). According to272
Kulyakhtin et al. (2016) conduction through the ice (Qcond) should be taken into account during periodic spray-icing273
events. However, for simplicity, the model build on the assumption of continuous spray icing using a time-averaged274
spray flux, which does not separate heat-flux calculation in periods with and without spraying. For continuous spray275
icing, conduction through the ice could be neglected. Thus, conduction through the structure could also be important276
in the beginning of the freezing process. However, in all 37 icing cases, ice thickness is above 1 cm initially, and only277
in 5 of the cases, the initial thickness is below 2 cm (Table C.2 - C.4). Conduction through the structure is therefore278
neglected.279
2.3.2. Heat-transfer coefficients280
The heat transfer between the freezing plate and the atmosphere, is governed by turbulent eddies. Turbulence in the281
atmosphere is mainly generated by mechanical shear and buoyancy (Stull, 1988). By assuming neutral static stability,282
buoyancy is set to 0. In reality the turbulence is greater since the atmosphere is statically unstable under the cold-air283
outbreaks considered in the current study. However, neutral conditions is a reasonable assumption some distance above284
the layers closest to the ocean. The mechanical shear production is governed by the surface roughness of the ocean,285
the ship and the plate itself. Since there is no exact information of the turbulence intensity in the area of the freezing286
plate, heat transfer must be parametrized. It is then assumed that there is a steady horizontal flow which is uniform287
with height at a distance away from the plate, and which represents the flow that is governing the heat transfer between288
the atmosphere and the brine. This relative wind velocity has two components: a cross-flow component normal to the289
plate, and an along-flow component tangential to the plate. For the along-flow component, the average value of the290
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For the cross-flow component, the average value for the heat-transfer coefficient for a turbulent flow over grassland292
normal to a 10x10x10 m3 cube derived from computation fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations (Defraeye et al., 2010) is293




= 6.06 |Wrx|0.82 (25)
The overall heat-transfer coefficient (ha) is then calculated by weighting the x and y-component of the relative wind295
speed:296




















Furthermore, the saturation vapour pressure (es) was taken from Bolton (1980). The effect of salinity on es (Makkonen,298
1987) was neglected since its maximum effect was not more than a 6.3% reduction of es for the maximum salinities299
considered in the current study (Section 2.3.5 and Equation 32).300
2.3.3. Radiative heat flux (Qr)301
The radiative heat flux consists of incoming longwave radiation (↓ LW ), outgoing longwave radiation (↑ LW ), and302
incoming and reflected shortwave radiation ((1−A) ↓ SW ). It is assumed that the emissivity of the freezing brine in303
the longwave range is approximately 1. In other marine icing studies, e.g. Lozowski et al. (2000), it is also assumed304
that everything radiates back with an atmospheric temperature with a total emissivity of 1. According to Herrero and305
Polo (2012) the emissivity of the atmosphere could be as low as 0.4 with an average value of 0.7. Humidity and306
temperature variations with height, cloud amount and elevation would effect the emissivity (Konzelmann et al., 1994).307
In order to take into account a more realistic emissivity of the atmosphere including the vertical change of temperature308
and humidity and clouds, the incoming longwave radiation was derived from the NORA10 hincast archive. It was309
then assumed that the radiation towards the tilting plate in consideration, was the same as the one received from the310
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atmosphere towards a horizontal plate. Some radiation from the sea surface and the components of the ship, were311
therefore neglected. The shortwave radiation was also derived from NORA10. Only in a few cases (in April) the effect312
was considerable, but in these situations there were cloudy skies in the model, so the radiation was mainly considered313
diffuse. Since diffuse radiation is approximately isotropic, a view factor of Vf =
1+cosγ
2 was multiplied to the incoming314
shortwave radiative component on a horizontal surface to get the amount of diffuse radiation toward the tilting plate315
(Pandey and Katiyar, 2009). As albedo (A) for the freezing brine, an albedo for sea ice equal to 0.56 was applied (Curry316
and Webster, 1999). Details about of how the data were derived can be seen in Appendix A.4.317
2.3.4. Spray temperature (Tsp)318
As a first approximation one can assume that the spray temperature is equal to the droplet temperature (Td) that in-319
dividual droplets would reach when they are cooled down (or heated) by the atmosphere during their flight. The320




















(RHes (Ta)− es (Td)) (30)
Notice that the heat fluxes are here defined as negative if they contribute to cooling in order to reduce the droplet322
temperature, and positive otherwise. Even if the droplet albedo was set to 0, the contribution both from the longwave323
and the shortwave radiation was calculated to change the droplet temperature by a maximum of 0.06°C. The radiative324
heat flux was therefore neglected in the droplet-cooling equation. Furthermore, this equation was solved together325
numerically with the system of equation in the trajectory model (Equation 10 and 11) when using both formulations326
for spray flux, to find an estimate for the droplet flight time for individual droplets in the air. Since the equations are327
solved together, there is no need to approximate ~Vrel to the terminal velocity of the droplet to find Red , like in Stallabrass328
(1980). The trajectory model further assumes a potential for a spray jet of infinite height, and that the droplets are taken329
from a random position vertically. This was not considered as a problem, since the final spray flux at a certain position330
of the ship is controlled by either Equation 2 or Equation 13 where the amount of water drops off exponentially with331
height or with a power-law decay. Finally, since droplets do not necessarily fly as individual droplets, but together with332
other droplets in a dense spray cloud, the droplets are probably not cooled down as much as suggested by Equation333
28. Following an argumentation from Horjen (2015) that half of the spray cloud is not undergoing any cooling at all,334
the final spray temperature (Tsp) is approximated as an average value of the initial droplet temperature and the droplet335
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2.3.5. Brine temperature (Ts)337
The surface temperature of the brine (Ts) is assumed to be at its freezing temperature. Since salt is expelled during338
freezing, this temperature is controlled by the brine salinity (Sb) which is higher than the salinity of the incoming sea339
water (Sw). Makkonen (1987) provides a relationship between Sb, Sw, k∗, and the freezing fraction n, i.e. the fraction340
between the freezing flux Ri and the spray flux Rw (Equation 32). Ts is then calculated from Sb taken from Forest et al.341
(2005) (Equation 33). Since k∗ is set equal to 0.3, Sb is maximum 117 ‰ (n = 1) when Sw is maximum 35.1 ‰, and342














, for Sb ∈ 〈124.7,230.8] ‰
Equation 18 is then solved iteratively controlling n between 0 and 1, applying a combination of bisection, secant and344
inverse quadratic interpolation methods (Brent, 1973; Forsythe et al., 1977) and searching for an optimized initial345







. A constant density346
of the ice (ρi = 890 kg/m3) is applied, and when multiplying with 3.6×105 one get the units in cm h−1.347
Figure 6 provides an overview in what manner different input parameters contribute to the final calculation of icing348
rate. Blue arrows mark processes only involved when using Equation 1 derived from the Borisenkov data, and grey349
arrows mark processes only involved when the spray flux is calculated through Equation 15 derived from the Horjen350
data. Black arrows illustrate processes involved when applying both spray-flux formulations. From Dp, Sw and Rw351
dotted arrows are used to illustrate a more indirect or weaker effect. Dp contributes for instance to the calculation of352
c and cg, but in deep water this effect is negligible. Sw is only used to determine the initial Ts in the calculation of the353
heat fluxes, but during the calculation process Ts is determined by Sb. The final Ri and hence the dhdt is determined by354
the heat fluxes, but at the same time Ri cannot exceed Rw (n≤ 1), thus Rw sets an upper limit for Ri.355
3. Data selection356
3.1. Selection of icing cases357
Observations from the Norwegian coast guard are stored in an electronic climate database at MET Norway. Icing was358
included in the WMO (World Meteorological Organization) ship-synop code as an optional parameter in the 1960s359
(World Meteorological Organization, 1962), but no registrations of icing are found from any ships in the Norwegian360
climate database until the late 1970s or early 1980s. After the observation procedure on the coast guard ships was361
automatized during the beginning of the twenty-first century, most of the registration of icing stopped. The 3 ships362
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among the KV Nordkapp-class have for this reason only observations of icing from 1983 to 2000. Ice accretion is363
reported in the ship-synop code as group 6IsEsEsRs. Is is the cause of icing in a code format from 1 to 5 (Is: 1 =364
Icing from ocean spray, 2 = Icing from fog, 3 = Icing from spray and fog, 4 = Icing from freezing rain, 5 = Icing365
from spray and freezing rain (World Meteorological Organization, 2015)). Es (registered with 2 digits EsEs) is the total366
ice-accumulation thickness in whole centimetres measured with a ruler. Rs is a visual estimation of ice-accretion rate367
in a code format from 0 to 4 (Rs: 0 = Ice not building up, 1 = Ice building up slowly, 2 = Ice building up rapidly, 3 =368
Ice melting or breaking up slowly, 4 = Ice melting or breaking up rapidly (World Meteorological Organization, 2015)).369
From the ship-synop code it is not clear at which location on the ship ice thickness is measured. On the other hand,370
according to World Meteorological Organization (1962), the initial intention of this group was to give "an indication371
of the thickness of ice when icing on ships’ superstructures is being encountered". For the KV Nordkapp-class the372
icing measurements were conducted at a fixed rectangular plate between the front deck and the cannon deck (L. Kjøren373
2014, Retired officer Norwegian coast guard, pers. comm., 4 November).374
When selecting cases with icing, all observations that had registered some information on either Is, Es or Rs were at375
first sorted out. This revealed about 1151 cases from 69°N to 81°N and from 5°W to 37°E from 1983 to 2000 (Figure 7376
b
)
). For comparison all observations from the ships in the same square during the same years were also plotted (Figure377
7 a
)
). There were now two options to find information about ice-accretion rate: either use the information about ice-378
accretion rate taken visually (Rs = 1 or 2), or selecting cases where an increase in ice-accretion thickness (Es) had379
occurred for two consecutive observations nearby in time. While the Rs parameter could provide valuable information380
about icing or no-icing (Figure 7 c
)
), the parameter was considered to be too crude for icing-rate-verification purposes.381
It gives information only about slow or fast accretion; it does not state anything or providing any standard about what382
should be considered slow or fast accretion. For this reason the latter method of applying information from the change383
in the Es-parameter was preferred. In addition, only those observations were included which had reported sea spray as384
the primary cause of icing, either as the only water source or together with fog or freezing rain (IS = 1, 3 or 5) at least385
in the end of the trip. The final observed icing rate was calculated from the difference between the ES-observations386
divided by the time difference between the two observations (Figure 7 d
)
). Observations of the atmosphere and ocean-387
wave parameters from the same position in time and space as the icing data were applied as input into MINCOG and388
icing rate was calculated and compared with this observed icing rate. Ship speed and direction were then calculated389
from the position data. In addition, a correction method was applied to the visual estimated wave parameters. More390
details about the data selection and quality control of the data collected, can be seen in Appendix A.391
3.2. Model-input sources392
Icing rate was also calculated by applying only NORA10 data as input. Combinations of the observations, NORA10-393
data, and statistical methods between wind, wave height, and wave period were also tested as input to the calculations.394
However, for the incoming longwave and shortwave radiation (↓ LW and ↓ SW) NORA10 data were applied as the395
only data source. In addition, salinity (Sw) and bathymetry data (Dp) from an ocean-model hindcast archive (SVIM)396
(Lien et al., 2013) were applied in all the methods. A total of 6 different sources and combination of sources for model397
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input were tested for the two different spray-flux formulations applied. The abbreviations and content of these data sets398
are as follows (radiation, salinity and bathymetry not included):399
• OBS: Observed values of all atmosphere and ocean-wave parameters.400
• N10: Reanalysis data (NORA10) of all atmosphere and ocean-wave parameters.401
• HYBRID1: Observed values of all atmospheric parameters. Reanalysis data for the wave parameters including402
mean direction, wave period and wave height.403
• HYBRID2: Same as HYBRID1 except that the wave height is taken from observations.404
• ZAKR: Following the methodology of Zakrzewski (1987) where Hs and Ps are calculated from the observed405
wind speed and a constant fetch using a polynomial fit based on data listed in a handbook of oceanographic406
tables (Bialek, 1966). 100 nautical miles (nm) was the smallest possible fetch in the equation and this value is407
applied here. The remaining parameters are taken from OBS.408
• HORJEN: Following the methodology of Horjen (2013) where wave height is calculated from the relationship409
between measured wind and wave height from the drilling rig Treasure Scout at the Oseberg field in North Sea410
(Equation 34) (Jørgensen, 1985). Wave period is calculated from the relationship between wave height and wave411
period from observations at Tromsøflaket (Equation 35). Thus Hs is calculated from the observed wind, and Ps412
is calculated from the derived Hs. The remaining parameters are taken from OBS.413
Hs = 0.752V 0.723 (34)
Ps = 6.161H0.252s (35)
The reason for testing a combination of the observed values and NORA10 wave data (HYBRID1), was the uncertainty414
in data quality of the visual estimated wave parameters. At the same time NORA10 underestimated strong winds415
(Section 4.1 and Table 2), and the wave height might therefore be underestimated in some cases. For this reason416
an additional data set was tested where the wave height was visually estimated and the wave period and direction417
collected from NORA10 (HYBRID2). Finally, two empirically-based statistical relationships between wind and wave418
parameters (ZAKR and HORJEN) were tested, since these kind of procedures are widely used in other marine-icing419
models (Horjen, 2013; Kulyakhtin and Tsarau, 2014; Zakrzewski, 1987). For the two spray flux formulations tested420
the following terms are applied:421
Application of Equation 1 is referred to as the "Borisenkov spray-flux formulation", and application of Equation 15422
the "Horjen spray-flux formulation". Notice that the methodology of applying Equation 34 and 35 is referred to as423
HORJEN, which is not the same as applying the Horjen-spray flux formulation.424
3.3. Verification methodology425
The icing rates from MINCOG were calculated as instantaneous values, and converted to the unit cm h−1. The mean426
of the instantaneous values in both the start and end position of the trip, was calculated and compared to the observed427
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ice accumulation divided by the time difference in hours. Another solution could be to calculate the icing rate from the428
mean of the input parameters. This calculation procedure was also tested, whereas the results did not yield any major429
differences with the aforementioned method. Actually the overall performance was slightly worse. The final calculated430
icing rates were verified against the observed icing rates examining the mean error (BIAS), mean absolute error (MAE),431
and the determination coefficient (R2). Next, the calculated icing rates were divided into four categories: none, light,432
moderate, severe, since these categories are used when predicting icing in operational weather forecasting (Norwegian433
Meteorological Institute, 2015; Nacional Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, 2015). In the literature there exists434
several different definitions of what should be reckoned light, moderate and severe, with reference to the ice-accretion435
rate on the superstructure of a ship. Mertins (1968) uses a definition that defines icing rate per 24 hours, while Overland436
et al. (1986) use icing rate per hour. The hourly-rate definition was closer to the observed time difference, and this437
definition with the limits from Overland et al. (1986) was therefore selected for this study. The none category was438
chosen to be below 0.05 cm h−1 to avoid taking into account very small positive icing rates into the light category.439
After dividing the icing rates into categories, contingency tables where created by adding 41 icing cases with no-440
accumulation 4. The Heidke Skill Score (HSS), Pierce Skill Score (PSS), and Gandin-Murphy Skill Score (GMSS)441
were calculated for both the 37 ice-accretion cases alone and for all 78 cases together. These scores were chosen since442
they are applicable to multi-categorical contingency tables (more than 2×2) and they are equitable, i.e. they penalize443
hits that could be achieved by chance. In addition, the overall percentage of hits, Proportion or Percent Correct (PC),444
was calculated. The definition of the scores and the naming are e.g. found in Wilks (2011) (Chapter 8). Nevertheless,445
a short explanation of the scores is given below:446
If p(yi,o j) is the proportion of elements relative to the total number of events in each entry of the contingency447
table, the PC can be formulated as the sum of the proportion of elements relative to the total number of events along448
the diagonal of the contingency table: ∑Ii=1 p(yi,oi). I is the total number of categories (I = 4 in a 4× 4 contingency449
table), and yi and o j represent the number of predicted and observed values in each category. However, since PC can450
be heavily influenced by the most common category, one needs to look at the accuracy of the forecast in predicting the451
right category, relative to that of random chance. A general definition of such a skill score is (Wilks, 2011): A−ArefAperf−Aref ,452
where Aperf is a perfect forecast and Are f is a reference forecast that may be chosen as a random forecast. The perfect453
forecast has a skill score of 1. A random reference forecast could be the joint distribution of observations and forecasts:454




i=1 p(yi,oi)−∑Ii=1 p(yi) p(oi)
1−∑Ii=1 p(yi) p(oi)
(36)
The Peirce Skill Score (PSS) is similar to the HSS, but uses a reference forecast relative to PC in the denominator that is456
equal to the sample climatology (∑Ij=1 p(o j)
2). The joint distribution of observations and forecasts are still applied as a457
reference forecast in the nominator. Both HSS and PSS reward hits for rare events more than hits for the more common458
4Same selection method as the 37 cases was applied, but now only cases with no increase in ES between two consecutive observations with 3
hours in between, and only cases with IS = 1 were selected
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categories, but in the PSS such hits are rewarded more. While PC, HSS and PSS are characterised by rewarding hits on459
the diagonal, the Gandin-Murphy Skill Score (GMSS) take all entries in the contingency table into account by creating460
a scoring weight si j for each element in the matrix based on sample climatology: ∑Ii=1 ∑
I
i= j p(yi,o j)si j. Misses for461
the less common categories close to the diagonal are weighted higher than misses for the more common categories, or462
misses further away from the diagonal. Hits for rare events are also rewarded more than in the HSS and PSS. In general463
GMSS is therefore not as conservative as HSS and PSS. Since there was only 1 single severe icing event (nr 15), an464
analysis where the categories moderate and severe were merged together, was also applied. This seemed reasonable465
since the GMSS was very sensitive to the performance of this single rare event when severe was treated as a category466
on its own.467
4. Results and analyses468
4.1. Summary of atmosphere and ocean data during icing469
A summary of different atmospheric and oceanographic parameters during icing is described in Table 2. These variables470
are also applied as input parameters in the icing calculations in the 6 methods described in Section 3.2. During the471
icing events the temperature had an average value of -10°C, the wind speed was around 16 m s−1, accompanied by an472
ocean surface of +2°C, and 4 m high waves. In all cases the wind direction was between north-west and east (Figure473
12 a
)
). When comparing the environmental parameters in the reanalysis data (NORA10) with the observed values,474
there is a clear underestimation of the wind speed (V ) with a mean error (BIAS) of −4.2 m s−1. The maximum V is475
actually 8.7 m s−1 lower than the maximum V observed, and these values are from two separate events. It is also seen476
from Table 2 that the temperature (Ta) in NORA10 is on average 2.2°C higher than that observed if applying NORA10477
data instead of observations into the icing model (Equation 20). This would potentially lead to a weaker convective478
heat flux (Qc). However, the overall difference in Qc between the methods applied, is also dependent on the difference479
in the brine-surface temperature (Ts), which is ultimately dependent on the calculated freezing fraction (n). Relative480
humidity (RH ) in the reanalysis data (NORA10) is on average 0.18 (18 %) lower than the observed RH . The combined481
effect of a smaller relative humidity and a higher temperature, is a reduction in the vapour pressure from 2.36 hPa,482
when applying the mean values from observations, to 2.25 hPa, when applying the mean values from reanalysis data.483
This would potentially lead to a stronger evaporative heat flux (Qe) in N10 compared to using observations. However,484
since evaporative heat-transfer cofficient (he) is dependent on wind speed, which is lower in NORA10, the saturation485
vapour pressure of the brine (es (Ts)) will determine if the Qe actually is higher or lower in N10 compared to the other486
methods. The other parameters have only minor mean errors below 1 unit (m, s or m s−1) relative to the observations.487
It is for instance interesting to notice that wave height in NORA10 is only 0.7 m lower than the observed wave height,488
although the average difference in wind speed was 4.2 m s−1.489
When determining the wave parameters from a statistical relationship between wind and waves (ZAKR and HOR-490
JEN), both wave height (Hs) and period (Ps) are in the mean overestimated during these 37 icing events. The largest491
errors are apparent in HORJEN where the empirical relationships between wind and waves from the North Sea and492
Tromsøflaket provide too high waves and too long periods compared to the observations and reanalysis data from the493
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Table 2: Mean, median, maximum and minimum values of the environmental variables used as input to the icing caluclations. Both a summary
of the observed values from the ship and the NORA10 hindcast values from the same geographical position is provided along with a calculation
of the mean error (BIAS) and mean absolute error (MAE) for the differenet NORA10 parameters. Salnity (Sw) and water depth (Dp) are collected
from SVIM (Lien et al., 2013). Incoming longwave (↓LW) and shortwave (↓SW) radiation are calculated values derived from net-radiation data
in NORA10 (Appendix A.4). In addition, wave height (Hs), wave period (Ps), wave phase speed (c), and wave group speed (cg) from ZAKR and
HORJEN, and the correponding BIAS and MAE, are presented. For NORA10 the BIAS and MAE are relative to observations. For ZAKR and
HORJEN the left column of BIAS and MAE is relative to observations, and the right column relative to NORA10.
OBS NORA10
Parameter Mean Median Min Max Mean Median Min Max BIAS MAE
Ta (°C) −10.4 −10.2 −21.2 −1.4 −8.2 −8.0 −21.0 0.1 2.2 2.3
V (m s−1) 16.3 15.4 2.1 30.9 12.2 11.7 4.1 22.2 −4.2 4.5
DD (°) 20† 10†
Tw(°C) 2.3 2.5 −1.9 6.6 1.6 1.2 −2.0 5.4 −0.7 1.5
RH (frac.) 0.85 0.85 0.51 1.00 0.68 0.68 0.49 0.88 −0.18 0.19
p (hPa) 1002 1003 977 1031 1003 1003 980 1032 0.7 1.7
Sw (‰) 34.9 34.9 34.5 35.1
Hs (m) 3.9 3.0 0.5 12.8 3.3 3.1 0.0 8.7 −0.7 1.5
Ps (s) 6.1 6.0 1.0 10.2 6.3 6.2 0.0 9.9 0.2 1.5
c (m s−1) 9.5 9.4 1.6 15.9 9.8 9.7 0.0 15.5 0.3 2.4
cg (m s−1) 4.7 4.7 0.8 8.0 5.0 4.9 3.2 7.8 0.2 1.2
DW (°) 10† 19†
Vs (m s−1) 4.1 4.0 0.3 8.6
Dir (°) 176
α (°) 139 148 26 180 141 153 6 179
β (°) 144 149 92 180 144 149 82 179










5 0 0 145
ZAKR
Hs (m) 5.2 4.7 0.4 10.6 1.3 2.0 1.9 2.1
Ps (s) 6.5 6.5 3.9 8.5 0.5 0.3 1.7 0.9
c (m s−1) 10.2 10.2 6.1 13.2 0.7 0.4 2.6 1.5
cg (m s−1) 5.1 5.1 3.1 6.6 0.4 0.2 1.3 0.7
HORJEN
Hs (m) 5.6 5.4 1.3 9.0 1.7 2.3 2.3 2.4
Ps (s) 9.4 9.4 6.6 10.7 3.4 3.2 3.5 3.2
c (m s−1) 14.7 14.7 10.2 16.7 5.3 4.9 5.4 5.0
cg (m s−1) 7.4 7.4 5.1 8.4 2.7 2.5 2.7 2.5
† Calculated by sorting the data from west to east according to the wind and wave roses presented in Figure 12.
icing-event areas further north. Since some of these events were located close to or inside the marginal ice zone, and494
the prevailing winds and waves were from the north, it is especially important to take fetch into account. However,495
applying the fully developed sea assumption with a constant fetch of 100 nautical miles (ZAKR), was also providing496
too high waves and too long periods. The errors in the wave period are directly transferred to an error in wave-phase497
speed (c) and wave-group speed (cg) since most of the cases were in deep waters. These parameters are again applied498
in the calculation of the relative speeds and spray fluxes for both spray-flux formulations applied. Since there are499
uncertainties related to the visual estimated wave parameters, BIAS and MAE relative to NORA10 are also presented500
for ZAKR and HORJEN in Table 2. When comparing the BIAS and MAE for ZAKR and HORJEN relative to obser-501
vations and relative to NORA10 it is apparent that the errors for wave periods are the lowest, and for wave height the502
highest relative to NORA10. Nevertheless, it is from this comparison alone not possible to conclude which of these503
two sources of wave parameters that are preferable.504
By looking at the overall weather situation provided by NORA10 and observations, it is apparent that there were505
some common patterns. In most of the icing events there was a low-pressure system situated in or nearby the Barents506
Sea with a cold-air outbreak present on the west or north-west side of the low (not shown). The icing occurred in these507
cold air masses with a temperature in 850 hPa (T850) of around −12°C or lower according to NORA10. This cold-air508
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outbreak led to convection and wintry showers in many of the events, which is also seen from the observed present509
weather code where 15 of the 37 cases reported snow showers in either the start or end position. In 14 cases frontal510
snow was reported, but the snow may as well come from organized convective precipitation. In all but two of the cases,511
accumulated precipitation from NORA10 indicated that there was precipitation during the hours of the trip in either512
the start or end position (Table C.2, C.3, and C.4). Some cases also have fog in the present weather code. Since the513
sea-surface is much warmer than the overlying air in these cold-air-outbreak situations, the reported fog has to be of514
the type evaporation fog or sea smoke. Finally, 1 case (nr 32) indicates non-freezing rain (present weather synop code,515
WW = 60). This latter report seems unrealistic since Ta was −4.9°C at the same time, and it is possible that it should516
have been reported as freezing rain (WW = 66). The complete data set of these 37 icing events is presented in Appendix517
C.518
4.2. Icing-rate calculations519
A comparison between the observed and predicted icing rates with the use of the 6 different methods of input parameters520
for the two different spray-flux formulations (Equation 1 and 15) is illustrated in Figure 8. The mean absolute error521
(MAE) is the highest and the determination coefficient (R2) is the lowest when applying the Borisenkov spray-flux522
formulation and a statistical relationship between wind and waves (ZAKR and HORJEN). However, when applying the523
Horjen spray-flux formulation, the MAE and R2, when using the ZAKR and HORJEN methods, are more comparable524
to using reanalysis data alone (N10) or using wave parameters from reanalysis data and the other parameters from525
observations (HYBRID1). Combining observations with reanalysis data of only wave period and direction (HYBRID2)526
is apparently the most preferable method since it has the overall highest or second highest determination coefficient527
for each of the spray-flux formulations applied, and the lowest and second lowest mean absolute error. Somewhat528
surprisingly, using only observations as input (OBS) provides a higher mean absolute error and lower determination529
coefficient than by using reanalysis data alone (N10) for the Borisenkov spray flux. On the contrary, for the Horjen530
spray flux OBS has both a lower MAE and higher R2 than N10. Uncertainties associated with the visual estimated wave531
period and direction are a possible reason for this discrepancy. For the Borisenkov spray-flux formulation (Equation 1532
and 2) the spray flux is dependent on V 2r where both the wave period and direction are important parameters (Equation533
3). In addition, spray frequency (Equation 6) and spray-cloud duration time (Equation 9) are in deep waters dependent534
on wave period (Ps) alone or together with the relative speed between a ship and waves (Vr). Yet, the Horjen spray-flux535
formulation (Equation 13 and 15) is dependent on the relative speed between a ship and the group of waves (Vgr) and is536
dependent on P−2s in deep waters. Problems related to uncertainties in wave period and direction are therefore of less537
importance in the Horjen compared to the Borisenkov spray-flux formulation.538
The mean error (BIAS) provides information about the average under prediction or overestimation in the models.539
When applying the Horjen spray-flux formulation there is in general an average reduction in the calculated icing rates.540
This is further underlined by the reduction in BIAS of icing rates seen when comparing results between the two spray-541
flux formulations for all methods applied: For the first four there is a difference of a BIAS of around ±0.1 cm h−1 for542
the Borisenkov spray-flux formulation, to an average underestimation of 0.2 to 0.4 cm h−1 when applying the Horjen543
spray-flux formulation. For ZAKR and HORJEN there is a difference in BIAS with an overestimation of 0.2 cm h−1544
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when applying the Borisenkov spray flux, to a BIAS of only 0.0 to 0.1 cm h−1 for the Horjen spray-flux formulation.545
As a consequence, it appears to be fewer predictions of moderate and severe icing when applying the Horjen spray-flux546
formulation. This is especially apparent when using renanalysis data alone (N10) where there are only 3 predictions547
of moderate icing, whereas a total of 9 cases were observed as moderate or severe. In addition, it is apparent that these548
predictions are all in the lower part of the moderate range (Figure 8).549
To get an indication of the size of the error in the mean absolute errors presented, one can construct a dummy550
forecast by taking the mean of the absolute difference of the observed icing rates in a consecutive order (Hyndman and551
Koehler, 2006). If one divide the mean absolute error with this mean absolute error of this dummy forecast one can552
calculate a so-called mean absolute scaled error (MASE). The MASE indicates that the model has prediction quality553
when the score is below 1. The dummy forecast from the 37 cases provides a mean absolute error of 0.51 cm h−1,554
which means that the MASE in HYBRID1, ZAKR and HORJEN is around or above 1; N10 and HYBRID2 are the555
only methods with a MASE below 1 for both spray-flux formulations.556
Moreover, Figure 8 visualises the outcome of the prediction of the 37 cases when dividing the results into the icing-557
rate categories: none, light, moderate and severe. The advantage of looking into these categories instead of the exact558
values in cm h−1, is the opportunity of allowing for some variation in the prediction outcome inside each category. This559
is especially advantageous when the goal of the model is to see its ability of predicting the more dangerous moderate or560
severe icing events. The disadvantage is the large sensitivity to the boundary definition applied between the categories.561
From the categorical forecasting outcome one can create 4× 4 contingency table for each of the 12 (6× 2) methods562
for the input parameters. Applying multi-categorical skill scores is a condense way of summarising the results from563
these contingency tables (Figure 9). Interestingly Figure 8 and Figure 9 have clear similarities. From both figures it564
is apparent that N10, HYBRID1 and HYBRID2 have the best scores for the Borisenkov spray-flux formulation, and565
ZAKR and HORJEN are providing the worst scores. However, for the Horjen spray-flux formulation the rankings are566
different for the different skill scores (Figure 9). While OBS has the highest proportion correct (PC), the HYBRID2567
has the highest value among the other skill scores. The reason for this is that PC in contrast to the other scores, does not568
reward correct predictions for the more common categories differently than the more rare moderate or severe events;569
respectively 4 of the 15 hits in the HYBRID2 and 2 of the 19 hits in the OBS were in the moderate category. The570
Gandin-Murphy skill score (GMSS) also rewards hits for off-diagonal elements by creating a scoring matrix for each571
element in the contingency table. However, since none of the models are hitting the single rare severe event observed,572
this score is overall low for all the 12 methods. For this reason the result of the GMSS when merging the moderate573
and severe category together is also shown in Figure 9. Now, the HYBRID2 has the highest GMSS for both spray-flux574
formulations. The difficulties that the N10-method has, when applying the Horjen spray-flux formulation in forecasting575
the moderate and severe events, are further underlined by the relatively large negative values of the Heidke, Peirce and576
Gandin-Murphy Skill Score.577
4.3. Including no-icing events578
Since the 37 icing events do not include cases without icing, the scores in the previous section do not give any informa-579
tion about the models ability to forecast no-icing events (N). 41 non-events with negative temperatures where ES was580
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constant between two consecutive observations in time, were therefore included. Furthermore, the overall skill scores581
for the new contingency tables with all the 78 icing and no-icing events were calculated (Figure 10). Although all the582
models have more misses than hits of these non-events, the N10 and HYBRID2 have the most non-hits (18 of 41) for583
the Horjen spray-flux formulation, and the HYBRID2 (11 of 41) when applying the Borisenkov formulation. There584
is in particular a high amount of low-icing predictions when in fact there was no overall difference in ice-accretion585
thickness (ES) between these two observations 3 hours apart in time. A summary in general of Figure 10 is that ZAKR586
and HORJEN have the lowest scores regardless of spray-flux formulation; partly because they have more predictions587
of moderate and severe icing for the non-events. The only exception is the Gandin-Murphy Skill Scores of ZAKR and588
HORJEN for the Horjen spray-flux formulation where these scores are comparable to the Gandin-Murphy Skill Scores589
of N10 and HYBRID1. The HYBRID2 has the highest GMSS for both spray-flux formulation applied, but for the other590
scores the results are more comparable to the results of OBS, N10 and HYBRID1.591
In order to test the sensitivity of changing the boundary between the icing categories, skill scores were also calcu-592
lated when the boundary between light and moderate icing was reduced from 0.70 cm h−1 to 0.65 cm h−1 (2 decimal593
accuracy) for all 78 events including both icing and no icing. In Overland et al. (1986) the boundary of 0.7 cm h−1594
is only given with 1 decimal accuracy, and there are 9 cases with an icing rate of 23 cm h
−1. In 8 of these cases 2 cm595
ice accumulated in 3 hours, and in 1 case 6 cm accumulated in 9 hours. By changing the boundary to 0.65 cm h−1596
there were 9 more events that were defined as moderate instead of light. This resulted only in some minor changes for597
the skill scores applying both spray-flux formulations. Nevertheless, applying the Borisenkov spray-flux formulation598
together with the HYBRID2-method for input parameters into MINCOG, was the method with the highest equitable599
skill scores (not shown). Additionally, skill scores were calculated by applying a more strict selection method for the600
37 cases, where only cases coming from pure spray icing (Icing cause synop code, IS = 1) were kept both in the start601
and the end position of the trip. The equitable skill scores for the remaining 65 cases including 24 icing and 41 no-602
icing events were now in general higher. Similarly to the latter test, HYBRID2 together with the Borisenkov spray-flux603
formulation had the highest or second highest equitable skill scores (not shown).604
4.4. Spray fluxes, heat fluxes and other important parameters in icing calculations605
In order to understand some of the icing-rate results, one needs to investigate differences in spray fluxes, heat fluxes, and606
other important parameters applied in MINCOG. When plotting observed, reanalysis, or wind-derived wave heights,607
against the two spray-flux formulations applied (Equation 1 and 15), it is apparent that the Horjen spray flux has608
extreme values for wave heights above 5 to 7 m (Figure 11). For comparison the original spray-flux formulation from609
Horjen (2013) is also illustrated in Figure 11. Although the spray fluxes based on the Horjen (2013)-formulation are610
lower than the flux values of the updated Horjen formulation for low waves, this expression results in even higher611
values when the significant wave height exceed a certain threshold. The reason for the amplification of the flux values612
for the Horjen formulations is that the non-dimensional height above significant waves (z∗ = 2zHs − 1) drops below 1613
when Hs exceeds z. Since the height of the plate in consideration is z = 6.5 m to 8.5 m above the sea level, there is an614
amplification of the spray flux due to the power-law expression having exponents in the range of −1.4 to −3.4 when615
Hs approaches z. However, for the Horjen (2013)-formulation there is less amplification for φr ≥ 30◦ due to the linear616
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Table 3: Mean values† of important parameters from the icing calculations. The following parameters are presented: Icing rate
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(Si, ‰), and Freezing fraction (n). Both observed and calculated icing rates are presented. For the other parameters the calculated values from all 6
methods using the two different spray flux equations (Equation 1 and 15) are presented. The observed Ri is derived from the observed dhdt .
Data set dhdt Q f Qc Qe Qd Qr ha τ Tsp Ts tdur N
−1 Ri Rw Si n
dh
dt obs. 0.65 1.6
Rw from Borisenkov data
OBS 0.71 411 363 202 −57 59 52.6 1.1 0.2 −4.0 2.3 19.8 1.8 7.5 20.4 0.5
N10 0.62 356 223 192 −40 61 44.4 1.3 −0.3 −3.6 2.5 20.8 1.5 5.2 18.4 0.4
HYBRID1 0.79 456 360 200 −50 59 52.6 1.1 0.2 −4.0 2.0 20.8 2.0 4.3 20.4 0.5
HYBRID2 0.71 411 363 202 −53 59 52.6 1.1 0.2 −4.0 2.3 20.8 1.8 6.8 20.3 0.5
ZAKR 0.85 492 405 226 −70 63 52.6 1.1 0.2 −3.3 2.9 21.4 2.1 9.3 16.8 0.4
HORJEN 0.88 508 437 245 −158 67 52.6 1.1 0.2 −2.3 4.5 32.7 2.2 19.1 12.4 0.2
Rw from Horjen data
OBS 0.38 216 280 156 −29 53 52.6 1.1 0.2 −5.4 2.3 19.8 0.9 1.8 26.9 0.7
N10 0.28 161 129 138 −19 53 44.4 1.3 −0.3 −5.5 2.5 20.8 0.7 0.9 27.1 0.7
HYBRID1 0.23 133 244 134 −13 51 52.6 1.1 0.2 −5.9 2.0 20.8 0.6 0.6 29.0 0.8
HYBRID2 0.42 243 291 162 −25 54 52.6 1.1 0.2 −5.2 2.3 20.8 1.0 2.3 25.9 0.7
ZAKR 0.68 392 349 194 −84 59 52.6 1.1 0.2 −4.2 2.9 21.4 1.7 8.2 21.1 0.5
HORJEN 0.78 447 363 202 −67 62 52.6 1.1 0.2 −3.5 4.5 32.7 1.9 7.9 18.0 0.4
† Median values of Qd and Rw
fit for these angles. In contrast the Borisenkov spray-flux formulation is less sensitive to wave height. In general the617
Borisenkov formulation has higher flux values for the lower wave heights, and lower flux values for the higher waves618
compared to the other two formulations. For low waves the Horjen formulations have several orders of magnitude619
lower spray flux than the observed icing flux (Ri). The observed icing-flux can be regarded as the minimum expected620
spray flux when sea spray is the only water source (Figure 11).621
Table 3 provides an overview of the mean values of the heat fluxes and some other important parameters from the622
icing calculations for all the 12 methods applied. Since the Horjen spray-flux formulation does not adequately take623
into account the very high waves observed in some of these icing events, the median values for the spray flux (Rw) and624
the heat flux from the impinging sea water (Qd) are applied. The largest difference between the methods applying the625
Borisenkov spray-flux formulation and those applying the Horjen spray-flux formulation as a whole is that the latter626
compared to the former have more cases with lower spray fluxes, yielding an overall larger freezing fraction (n), higher627
ice salinity (Si), and lower surface temperature of the freezing brine (Ts). A lower Ts results in a lower mean convective628
(Qc) and mean evaporative heat flux (Qe), since the other parameters in Qc and Qe remain constant for the same method629
of input parameters. This is in part compensated by a somewhat less negative Qd . However, the overall freezing flux630
(Q f ) is the largest when applying the Borisenkov spray flux. The radiative heat flux (Qr) is in the mean more than 30631
W m−2 higher than the average value of Qr achieved if applying ↓ LW = σ(Ta +273.15)4 and if not taking shortwave632
radiation into account. The applied Qr with mean values of 50-60 W m−2 includes shortwave radiation which reduces633
the total heat loss in some of the cases. Qr was in the mean 17% of the value of Qc. This is more than the 9% estimate634
reported by Kulyakhtin and Tsarau (2014) taking only longwave radiation into account. The maximum value of Qr was635
calculated to be 132 W m−2 for case nr 23 when applying the OBS-method for the Borisenkov spray-flux formulation.636
For this single January event, the difference was 122 W m−2 between the Qr derived from NORA10 data and the value637
calculated from the normal Qr-formulation applied in other marine-icing studies (e.g. Lozowski et al. (2000)).638
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Furthermore, the mean values of about 2 to 3 s calculated from the new formulation for the spray-cloud duration639
time (tdur), applied in the Borisenkov spray-flux formulation, is comparable to those in Ryerson (1995) and the constant640
value of 2.9 s applied in Horjen (1990). The time interval between each spray jet (N−1) is around 20 s for the first 5641
methods, and above 30 s when applying the Horjen formulation for wave heights and periods (Equation 34 and 35).642
The trajectory model in MINCOG resulted in a mean droplet cooling time (τ) of 1.3 s in N10, and the same value of 1.1643
s in the other methods, as N10 is the only method using lower wind speeds. This results in lower spray temperatures644
(Tsp) in N10 and is also a contributing factor together with a lower Rw to the least or second least negative Qd when645
applying only reanalysis data (N10) as input. The calculated ice salinities (Si) have values between 13.4 ‰ and 27.4 ‰646
which are comparable to the ice-salinities from experiments on USCGC Midgett in the range [7.0,25.4] ‰ provided in647
Ryerson and Gow (2000). ZAKR and HORJEN have the highest median values for Rw for both spray flux-formulations,648
which is in general a result of the overestimation of Hs when applying a statistical relationship between wind and waves649
(Table 2).650
When comparing the convective heat fluxes (Qc) for the same spray-flux formulation, N10 has the lowest values.651
This is partly due to the lower heat-transfer coefficient (ha) based on the weaker and in some cases unrealistic low652
wind speeds in the reanalysis data compared to observations (Table 2); but partly also due to the higher average air653
temperature. For instance would a reduction in the convective heat flux of about 2°C, result in an overall reduction of654
100 W m−2 with a heat-transfer coefficient of about 50 W m−2°C−1. The average values of the Qc were around 100-655
400 W m−2 for the different methods applied (Table 3). For the evaporative heat fluxes (Qe), the N10 has the lowest656
values when applying the Borisenkov spray-flux formulation compared to the other methods for the same spray-flux657
formulation. When applying the Horjen spray-flux formulation, HYBRID1 has lower Qe-values than N10 has. This is658
a result of the lower water-vapour pressure and the higher brine surface temperature in N10 compared to HYBRID1,659
which is compensating for the lower evaporative heat-transfer coefficient calculated when applying N10 compared to660
HYBRID1.661
5. Discussion662
This study suggests an optimal combination of data and spray-flux formulation that can be applied for short-term663
icing predictions. In other marine-icing studies, reanalysis data from the NORA10 data set have been applied without664
discussing or testing the quality of these data during real icing events (Kulyakhtin and Tsarau, 2014; Teigen et al.,665
2015). Statistical relationship between wind and waves are also widely used without examining the applicability666
of these formulas in areas where icing occurs (Horjen, 2013; Zakrzewski, 1987). High-quality wave observations are667
difficult to obtain; the wave parameters from the KV Nordkapp ships are visually estimated. After performing a detailed668
inspection of the data and applying a correction method to the visually estimated wave parameters, it is believed that669
the quality has improved (Appendix A). In order to test the applicability of the observations, the reanalysis data, and670
the statistical relationships between wind and waves, icing calculations were performed for different sets of input671
parameters in a newly proposed icing model called MINCOG. The intention of the model was to predict icing rates in672
categories for this fixed position on the ship for application in operational weather forecasting.673
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Within the model there are uncertainties, in particular connected to a correct spray-flux estimate for this specific674
class of ships. From the available spray data in the literature, two spray-flux formulations were derived and applied in675
icing calculations. In particular the Borisenkov spray-flux formulation were adjusted to be more suitable for the ship676
type in consideration; e.g. droplet velocity was estimated by applying a trajectory model calculating the actual distance677
from the gunwale to the freezing plate on KV Nordkapp. Additionally, spray frequencies and spray-cloud duration678
times suitable for large ships were applied. When calculating the spray from both formulations, the calculations were679
done for the same height above sea level as the recordings of the ice-accumulation thickness on KV Nordkapp. Al-680
though there might be differences regarding bow shape and dimensions between KV Nordkapp and the ships providing681
spray data, the horizontal position of the spray data collected in Borisenkov et al. (1975) and Horjen et al. (1986), was682
presumably not far from the position of the freezing plate of KV Nordkapp. The fact that the mean absolute errors are683
as high as 0.4-0.5 cm h−1 in the prediction of the icing rates for the best method of input parameters, may suggest that684
one ideally should apply spray data from the KV Nordkapp ship type. Nevertheless, the errors may also be related to685
other uncertainties in the model. For instance atmospheric sources may contribute to an increased water flux relative to686
the flux of pure sea spray. On the contrary, the sensitivity test of applying pure spray-icing cases only (IS = 1) indicated687
little changes in the icing-rate verification scores compared to that of all cases. However, in most of these events fog688
or snow was still observed in the present weather code, and the contribution from these water sources to the water flux689
may have been larger than that indicated by the applied icing cause code. Only in 2 of the 37 cases there were com-690
pletely dry conditions according to the accumulated precipitation amount from NORA10. The question is therefore691
whether Arctic sea smoke or snow showers are important water sources contributing to more icing, or whether these692
phenomena just happen to be generated in the same weather conditions as icing, i.e. cold wind blowing over relatively693
warm water. This is a focus point which needs further investigation.694
Regardless of the uncertainties in the application of these spray-flux formulations for this ship type, it seems prob-695
lematic to apply the Horjen spray-flux formulation in the icing model used for the icing events in the present study. For696
the observed low waves the spray fluxes obtained from the Horjen spray-flux formulation are several orders of magni-697
tude smaller than those obtained from the Borisenkov formulation (Figure 11). The comparison with the observed icing698
fluxes illustrates that these spray fluxes are too low, when assuming that there is no additional water flux contributing699
to the freezing. It is interesting to notice that these biases are less apparent when applying the empirical relationship700
between wind and waves from Horjen (2013) (Equation 34 and 35). This might therefore explain why the HORJEN701
method in general has higher verification scores and lower MAE for the Horjen spray-flux formulation compared with702
the Borisenkov formulation. For high waves it seems unrealistic that the water flux is several orders of magnitude703
higher than the observed icing flux. One possible explanation for this discrepancy is that the power-law dependency of704
a non-dimensional height above a significant wave (z∗ = 2zHs −1) might not be valid when Hs exceeds z. It is therefore705
a question whether it is possible to apply the Horjen formula for wave heights outside the 2 to 5 m range observed in706
the 12 spray-flux cases collected by Horjen et al. (1986) (Table B.1) for z = 6.6− 10.9 m. Another reason might be707
that a continuous spray-icing model which applies a time-average of Qd is not a valid approach for the possible large708
spray-flux values derived from the Horjen formulation. Whatever the reason is, it is evident that there is an underesti-709
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mation of icing rates, both for low waves due to the lack of available water, and for high waves due to a large negative710
Qd . The underestimation of icing rates also explains the low equitable skill scores associated with the weak ability of711
the model in predicting the moderate or severe events when the Horjen formulation is applied. Although the prediction712
of the non-events is better when applying the Horjen relative to the Borisenkov spray-flux formulation, it could also713
be a result of the low icing rates calculated for both low and high waves. There are also uncertainties regarding the714
correctness of the observed no-icing events. In some of these events there may namely have been some accumulation715
followed by ice breaking off or melting during the 3-hour period between the observation times. The high amount of716
low-icing cases in the predictions during these events, is an indication that there might be problems with the validity of717
the no-icing observations.718
Another aspect of uncertainty in the icing model is related to the preciseness of the applied heat-transfer coeffi-719
cient. This is in particular a challenge since the local heat-transfer coefficient on surfaces of a ship or structure can vary720
considerably (Kulyakhtin, 2014). In addition, since stochastic turbulent eddies are governing the heat transfer between721
the freezing brine and the atmosphere, a correct estimate of the heat-transfer coefficient is difficult to obtain. For this722
reason the difference between the reanalysis-calculated convective and evaporative heat fluxes, and these fluxes calcu-723
lated from the observed values, may in reality be different. One could believe that the introduction of models applying724
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) which is applied for buildings (Defraeye et al., 2010) and in other marine-icing725
studies (Kulyakhtin, 2014), may predict the heat transfer more precisely than that achieved from applying an estimate726
of the surface-averaged heat-transfer coefficient dependent on the relative wind speed and dimension. Especially since727
an estimate of the turbulent statistics may be included in CFD models. However, the turbulent processes involved in the728
heat transfer in the atmosphere are not possible to predict precisely at all time and length scales (Stull, 1988). In addi-729
tion, the flow will be affected by convective plumes and clouds, snow showers, an irregular ocean-wave pattern, and the730
surface roughness of the ship and the ice itself. None of these factors are easily handled or parametrised even in CFD731
models. Additionally, mountain waves, gap winds, downslope windstorms and other atmospheric features can affect732
the local wind and turbulence pattern even at sea close to the coast or inside the fjords of Northern Norway (Samuelsen,733
2007) or at the Svalbard archipelago (Barstad and Adakudlu, 2011; Skeie and Grønås, 2000). These features are not734
resolved in models with horizontal resolution around 10 km like the Hirlam model applied in NORA10. They can also735
happen at time scales below 1 hour, and could therefore appear in between the 3 to 9 hourly time scale of the observa-736
tions. It is therefore difficult to state whether accuracy of the heat transfer derived from a parameterization as applied in737
the current study is different from the accuracy of the heat transfer obtained from state-out-the-art CFD models. When738
applying observations from all the 37 icing events in the formulation of the surface-averaged heat-transfer coefficient739
of an offshore rig column derived from CFD modelling (Equation 20 in Kulyakhtin and Tsarau (2014)), the average740
value of the ha was calculated to be about 53 W m−2°C−1 for a horizontal dimension of 4 m. This value is almost741
similar to the average values of ha presented in Table 3. However, it is questionable whether this formulation from an742
offshore rig column is directly transferable to surfaces on KV Nordkapp.743
Next, the radiative heat flux is contributing to more icing when using the longwave radiation from the reanalysis744
data instead of the normal approximation σ(Ta + 273.15)4. However, if adding the effect of radiation from the sea745
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and from the ship, the actual incoming longwave radiation may be higher than that applied. However, the incoming746
longwave radiation from NORA10 is probably too high. As described in Table 2 NORA10 had a positive temperature747
BIAS near the surface. In addition, there is a positive cloud cover BIAS in NORA10 compared to the observed cloud748
cover. NORA10 has namely 7 or 8 oktas for all 37 icing events, when there at times was observed less clouds (Table749
C.2, C.3, and C.4). These effects may therefore compensate for the problems of not taking radiation from the sea and750
ship into account. Moreover, when applying NORA10 radiation data the effect of shortwave radiation was possible to751
estimate. Most of the time shortwave radiation was negligible, but the contribution was considerable in April. From752
this period of time there is twilight, daylight or sunlight 24 hours a day at high latitudes. If there are few clouds and753
a small sun-elevation angle, the heat flux may be high towards the almost vertical plate. In such circumstances the754
direction of the ship according to the sun would play an important role. Clouds covering a small portion of the sky755
where the sun appears would then be important to predict correctly. Reflected shortwave radiation from the sea may756
also play a role. All these effects greatly add complexity and uncertainty into the icing model, and the assumption757
about diffuse radiation only coming from the sky seems convenient in order to avoid making the model too complex.758
Due to all the uncertainties both in the spray-flux formulations, heat-transfer coefficient, radiative heat flux and759
input parameters applied, there is a trade-off between how much complexity one can add to the icing model, and the760
overall gain in prediction quality. The physical representation of processes in the model may be even further improved761
leading to an enhancement of complexity of the model. Yet, the gain in quality from the increased complexity may be762
small due to the uncertainties in other terms. For this reason brine-film movement like in Horjen (2013) was neglected.763
Pulsed-spray conditions were handled by applying a time-averaged continuous spray flux. For pulsed-spray conditions764
the conductive heat flux may play an important role, especially for longer time intervals on light cylinders (Kulyakhtin765
et al., 2016). However, the importance of the conductive heat flux can also be different in the case of ice accumulation766
on a vertical wall on KV Nordkapp compared to accumulation at light cylinders. Pulsed-spray conditions may also767
reduce the effect of melting from the Qd-term for high spray-flux conditions leading to more icing (Figure 35 Horjen768
(2015)). Nevertheless, such results must be tested against observations to justify the importance of taking them into769
account. It is also questionable whether it is reasonable to obtain an instantaneous spray flux from an in itself uncertain770
time-averaged version like in Horjen (2013) by approximating spray frequencies and spray-cloud duration time. In771
addition, the true spraying of a ship is probably not regular. This would therefore also influence the possibilities of772
precisely predicting the pulsed-spray conditions and the effect of the conduction term.773
For this reason the application of a trajectory model (Equation 10) including the droplet-cooling equation (Equation774
28) may seem unnecessary complicated. However, such a model was applied in order to add the effect of drag force,775
and achieve possibly more realistic droplet-flight times (τ), droplet velocities (Vd) and droplet temperatures (Td). How-776
ever, there are still uncertainties regarding the initial velocities and position of the droplets, especially in the vertical777
direction. Turbulence in the wind field around the ship may also disturb the trajectories. In reality there is a wide vari-778
ety of droplet sizes, and these will probably follow different trajectories. It is also uncertain to what degree the droplets779
will follow trajectories like individual droplets, or work together and produce spray in combined splashes. Probably780
the real sea-spray is a combination of both. For this reason the spray temperature was estimated from the average value781
28
between the sea-surface temperature and the calculated droplet temperature. The trajectory model must therefore only782
be seen as a possible approximation of droplet cooling times, droplet velocities and droplet temperatures applied in Rw783
and Qd-terms. In addition, when using observed temperature and wind speeds from different heights and comparing784
them with 2 m temperature and 10 m wind speed in NORA10, possible vertical temperature and wind gradients around785
the ship are ignored. When the atmosphere is statically unstable, the vertical differences in wind and temperature are786
probably negligible in the lowest layers over open water. However, the local wind speed at the freezing plate may still787
be lower than the measured wind speed at the top of the mast, since the surface roughness of the ship has a higher effect788
on reducing the wind closer to the deck. The local temperature at the freezing plate, might also be different from the789
temperature measured 12 m above the sea level and at a different position on the ship.790
Finally, during the accumulation period of 3 to 9 hours, the ship experiences changing meteorological and oceano-791
graphic conditions which may affect the instantaneous icing rate. It is hence not certain that the mean ice accumulation792
observed divided by the number of hours, is comparable to the mean of the instantaneous icing rates calculated for793
the start and end position of the trip. This method was applied since observed parameters between the start and end794
position were not available. In addition, since the data set only provides one single observation of severe icing, it is795
possible that:796
• this large ship type rarely experiences severe icing797
• that severe icing happens more frequently than the observations indicate, but not when averaging icing rates798
during several hours.799
• that the categories for moderate or severe icing should be adjusted for this ship type or method of averaging800
Despite all the aforementioned uncertainties both in the icing model and the observational data, the comparison of801
modelled and observed icing rates emphasises the importance of having correct wave parameters. Too high estimates802
of wave height and wave period when applying the empirically-based statistical relationships between wind and wave803
parameters (ZAKR and HORJEN) seem to lead to the higher errors in the predicted icing rates of these methods.804
Since some of the icing events are inside or near the marginal ice zone and are very fetch-limited, the empirically-805
based statistical methods are probably less applicable than they otherwise would have been. Using methods with more806
realistic fetches or empirically derived from observations of wind and waves in the regions were icing was recorded,807
may give better results. However, the exact fetch, including duration time that a given wind speed is acting upon the808
waves, is difficult to estimate. In addition, effect from swell waves and waves generated by wind patterns elsewhere809
will still not be taken fully into account. Since the HYBRID2 is the best or second best method of input parameters810
when applying both spray-flux formulations for most verification methods and sensitivity tests applied in the current811
study, the final data set in the appendix (Table C.1, C.2, C.3, and C.4) present data from the HYBRID2-method.812
6. Conclusions813
Marine icing involves complex processes which in many cases are poorly understood. As a consequence state-of-the-814
art icing models include parameterization and empirically-derived expressions having large uncertainties. In addition,815
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the necessary meteorological and oceanographic parameters applied as input to the models may as well include con-816
siderable uncertainties which have often been neglected in other marine-icing studies (Teigen et al., 2015; Kulyakhtin817
and Tsarau, 2014; Horjen, 2013; Zakrzewski, 1987). In this study, a unique thoroughly screened and quality-checked818
marine-icing data set is presented. This data set includes 37 icing events with observations of icing rate from a fixed819
position on a particular ship type as well as observations or reanalysis data of important meteorological and oceano-820
graphic parameters. Icing rates are modelled based on a newly proposed icing model MINCOG using two different821
spray-flux formulations and meteorological and oceanographic parameters from the data set. Comparisons between822
the observed and modelled icing rates underline the problems of applying formulas based on empirical relationships823
between the local wind speed and significant wave height and wave period in marine-icing models. The predominantly824
best combination of input parameters in MINCOG measured from various verification scores and sensitivity tests,825
was a combination of observations and reanalysis data for the wave period and direction, regardless of the spray-flux826
formulation applied. Thus, the spray-flux formulation based on the spray data from Horjen et al. (1986) appears to827
underestimate the spray flux for low waves and overestimate it for high waves. This is especially apparent when ap-828
plying more realistic wave parameters instead of empirically-derived versions based on the local wind speed from the829
North Sea and Tromsøflaket; i.e. areas with different wave characteristics including different fetch lengths than those830
of the icing measurements. Yet, this possible overestimation for high waves must be further tested against spray-flux831
observations in high-wave conditions in conjunction with icing-flux observations to be finally confirmed. Although the832
reanalysis data set from NORA10 underestimates wind speed and negative temperature, it obtains satisfactory verifi-833
cation scores for icing-rate prediction compared to that from observations when methods based on both data sets are834
applied in MINCOG. However, a more realistic spray-flux formulation or a more realistic handling of the heat transfer835
may affect this conclusion. Utilization of observed winds and temperatures and high-quality wave data if available is836
nevertheless encouraged.837
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Appendices848
Appendix A. Details about data selection849
Appendix A.1. Screening and selection of ice-accumulation data850
As mentioned in the main part, observed icing rates were calculated from the difference in the ice-thickness parameter851
(ES). In the beginning of an icing event ES was reported with a certain thickness. However, it was not clear over how852
many hours this thickness had been accumulated. For instance could ES be reported in one observation, then being853
omitted in the next one, and then being reported in the following observation with the same thickness as the initial854
one. In order to be sure that the thickness had been accumulated over a controlled set of hours, only those observations855
were selected which had reported a clear increase in the ice thickness ES between two consecutive observations in856
time. In the selection process it was decided to use a maximum time difference of 9 hours between the observations.857
In one occasion there was a clear increase between the first (2 cm) and the third observation (10 cm) without ES being858
reported in the second observation. This case (nr 26) was also included since it seemed plausible that the thickness859
had increased from the first to the third observation, and the time difference between the first and the third observation860
was only 6 hours. Observations where the start position of the trip had an ice concentration larger than 0.4 were also861
excluded to make sure that the ship was not inside thick ice cover during the trip.862
In order to find the mean ship speed and direction, the distance between the two points where the ice accumulation863
had taken place was calculated from the position data using the WGS84 coordinate system (Kumar, 1988). The mean864
heading was found by assuming that the ship was travelling with a constant heading, i.e along a rhumb line. Since the865
ice accumulation occurred in the front of the ship between the front deck and the cannon deck, only those observations866
were applied where the angle (β ) between the wind and the mean heading was from 90°-180°. Due to the uncertainty867
in the visual estimated wave direction (DW ), α was only applied in calculation of Vr and Vgr (Equation 3 and 14) and868
not applied as criteria during the selection process. In other marine-icing studies the wave direction and wind direction869
are assumed to be the same (Lozowski et al., 2000; Horjen, 2013). In this study there were some differences between870
the wind direction (DD) and the wave direction (DW ), although they were quite similar in most of the cases (Figure871
12). The difference between wind and wave direction was also apparent when comparing observed wind direction872
with the wave direction from NORA10. Moreover, one case where Vs = 0 was removed since the heading direction is873
ambiguous when the ship is not moving.874
Ice concentration was reported in some of the cases in a code format from the ship-synop code. In table C.2-875
C.4 the CI-code values are converted to fractions; e.g. CI = 2 (sea ice present in concentration less than 310 (World876
Meteorological Organization, 2015)) is converted to 0.2. When ice was not reported at all, it was believed that in877
general the ship was far away from the ice edge. In order to check that the ship was not positioned far into the ice878
cover, data reprocessed from OSISAF (2015) were applied as a supplement for the ice-concentration data presented in879
the data set (Table C.2-C.4). For instance in the cases where CI = 1 (ship in open lead more than 1.0 nautical miles880
wide, or ship in fast ice with boundary beyond limit of visibility (World Meteorological Organization, 2015)) and CI = 6881
(strips and patches of close or very close pack ice with open water between (World Meteorological Organization, 2015))882
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the ice-concentration data from OSISAF (2015) were applied. The application of the OSISAF (2015) strengthens the883
likelihood of avoiding selecting ships positioned in areas with an ice-concentration beyond 0.4. In fact 3 cases were884
removed where the end position had an ice concentration greater than 0.4 and the wave height was 0. The start and end885
position of the final selected cases can be seen in Figure 7 d
)
.886
Appendix A.2. Quality control and handling of the visual wave data887
In order to get more information about the data collected and to check the quality of the data stored in the electronic888
database, the original handwritten data from the years 1986 to 1995 were collected from an archive at Forecasting889
Division of Western Norway, MET Norway. These observations were compared with the electronically stored ones.890
All observations with icing were thoroughly checked. In some of the data investigated the ice-accretion parameters891
(IS, ES RS) were stored with incorrect values in the electronic database. At other places in the electronic database there892
were some full months that were missing, and these places needed to be filled with information from the handwritten893
data. In particular the parameters present weather code (WW ), ice concentration (CI), and the parameters representing894
wave information were missing at some places in the electronic database. In one circumstance (case nr 24) the wave895
height had to be replaced based on information taken from nearby observations and the NORA10 data. This was done896
since it was suspected that the observer had written 11 and 12 half meters, when in fact it was 11 and 12 whole meters,897
since the previous and later wave heights were 23 and 24 half meters. A wind observation of above 25 m s−1 together898
with these wave-height observations supported this decision.899
Salinity and precipitation amount were not observed on KV Nordkapp. Salinity was collected from the SVIM900
archive (Lien et al., 2013) and precipitation amount from the NORA10 (Reistad et al., 2011) with ERA-Interim (Dee901
et al., 2011) as boundary and initial condition. For relative humidity the original value from the handwritten data set is902
applied in the years 1986-1995. It was namely discovered some small differences between the dew-point temperature903
stored electronically and the dew-point temperature derived from the observed RH and Ta. This discrepancy was never-904
theless not considered to have a large effect on the results in the years where the original data were not available. The905
observed sea-surface temperature (Tw) was quality-checked by examining the sea-surface temperature collected from906
both the SVIM and the NORA10. Near the ice edge it is difficult to know which of the three sea-surface temperatures907
that are most correct. Small differences in the position of the ice edge may give large differences between the observed908
and modelled sea-surface temperature. In particular this is a problem south-west and west of Spitsbergen where the909
sea is relatively warm. It was discovered that the NORA10 in some cases had a different position of the ice edge, and910
hence the sea-surface temperature, than those from the SVIM. The ice-edge position in NORA10 was in these cases911
also different from the position in OSISAF (2015). In most circumstance the differences in sea-surface temperatures912
were the smallest when comparing the observed ones with the ones derived from SVIM. Thus, the Tw-values measured913
on the boat were selected as the true representation of the sea-surface temperature. In one of the cases (nr 21) the914
observed sea-surface temperature seemed unrealistic low (−2.1°C), and was lower than the freezing point of sea water915
(−1.9°C) calculated from the salinity derived from SVIM. Since the ship was located inside the marginal ice zone (CI =916
2), there is certainly a possibility that this was a local high saline sea-surface area. Thus, since the exact salinity value is917
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uncertain and difficult to obtain, the Tw was in this case replaced according to the aforementioned freezing temperature918
calculated from the SVIM-derived salinity.919
While the observed wave parameters are visually estimated, the wind direction and wind speed are measured by a920
wind sensor. The wind speed is originally measured in whole knots and converted to m s−1 in this study. The wave921
height and wave period are divided into wind-wave height (Hws) and wind-wave period (Pws), and swell-wave height922
(Hsw), swell-wave period (Psw) and swell-wave direction. Yet, all of these wave parameters were only reported at the923
same time in some of the inspected data points. Since the quality of the visually-estimated wave parameters is uncertain,924
the correction methods for these parameters from Gulev and Hasse (1998) are applied. Gulev and Hasse (1998) have925
specifically compared visually-estimated wave observations from ships in the North Atlantic with automatic buoy data926
at a maximum distance from the ships. Moreover, they conclude that the best results for wave-height data from ship927
observations is obtained by applying Hs =
√
H2ws +H2sw when the difference between the wind direction and the swell928
direction is less than 30°, and obtained by selecting the maximum of these two parameters when the difference exceeds929
30°. Gulev and Hasse (1998) also discovered that visually-estimated wave periods were in general a bit lower than930
the measured wave periods from buoy data, and they therefore suggested some empirically-derived correction methods931
to both the Pws and Psw. The final Ps was obtained by taking the maximum of the corrected Pws and Psw when the932
difference between the wind and swell direction was less than 30°. When the difference between the reported wind and933
swell direction exceeded 30°, only the wave-period parameter corresponding to the maximum reported wave height934
was selected. The final wave direction was also determined according to the same principles. Firstly by calculating the935
middle value of the wind and swell direction when the difference between these two directions was less than 30°, and936
secondly by selecting the direction that corresponded to the maximum value of the wave height when the difference in937
directions was larger than 30°.938
Appendix A.3. Model data selection939
NORA10 (6 or 9 hours prognosis) having ERA40 data (Uppala et al., 2005) as initial and boundary conditions was940
applied as the main source for the reanalysis data, although the radiation and precipitation data were collected from941
NORA10 with ERA-Interim (Dee et al., 2011). The reason for not applying NORA10 with ERA-Interim data as initial942
and boundary conditions for most parameters, was that this version did not provide any wave data. Moreover, it was943
discovered that the mean absolute differences between these two NORA10 versions for wind speeds and temperatures944
for the 37 icing events were in fact 1.0 m s−1 and 0.7°C. The NORA10 with ERA40 provided in the mean the strongest945
winds namely 0.2 m s−1 more than NORA10 with ERA-Interim. The temperature was also 0.4°C higher in NORA10946
with ERA40 compared to the version having ERA-Interim data as initial and boundary conditions. Since the differences947
between these parameters were relatively small for the two different NORA10 versions, applying the ERA-Interim948
version of the NORA10 would not change the results dramatically. In addition, the NORA10 data were in general949
extracted by using a bilinear interpolation method from grid points. When wave information from the model was950
missing at a certain location due to the model not resolving land and ice cover precisely, the wave height and period951
were set to 0.952
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Appendix A.4. Retrieving radiation data953
The radiation data were collected from NORA10 having ERA-Interim data as initial and boundary conditions. Col-954
lected radiation data were converted from an accumulated hourly value in J m−2 to an average hourly value in W m−2.955
The average hourly value was calculated at the start position for every hour ∆t-hours ahead, and in the end position956
in the previous ∆t-hours. The reanalysis data only present the net-radiative longwave and shortwave fluxes relative to957
horizontal surfaces. In order to calculate the incoming longwave (↓ LW) radiative heat flux, the outgoing longwave958
(↑ LW) radiative heat flux has to be calculated from the net-radiative longwave heat flux (Net LW): ↓ LW = Net LW959
+ ↑ LW. Notice that the Net LW in NORA10 was defined negative when ↑ LW > ↓ LW which was the case in these960
weather situations. The ↑ LW was derived by applying an ocean-surface emissivity of 0.95 applied in the NORA10,961
and the sea-surface temperature of the NORA10. The finally derived incoming longwave radiation (↓ LW) was then the962
average value of the aforementioned hourly-averaged values. This is the value applied in the icing model and presented963
in Table 2 and C.1. The incoming shortwave radiation relative to a horizontal surface was calculated from the net-964
radiative shortwave heat flux (Net SW) and the Albedo of the model surface: Net SW = ↓ SW (1-Albedo). This Albedo965
is e.g. dependent of the sea state in the model applied, and was also collected from the NORA10 with ERA-Interim as966
initial and boundary conditions. The final ↓ SW relative to an inclined surface was derived by multiplying the incoming967
shortwave radiation relative to a horizontal surface by a view factor Vf =
1+cosγ
2 . This ↓ SW relative to an inclined968
surface is the one presented in Table 2 and C.1, which is further multiplied by 0.44 in Equation 23 according to the ice969
Albedo of 0.56 applied in this study.970
Appendix B. Horjen spray flux data971
Time-averaged spray flux normal to the pipe-bend collector in Horjen et al. (1986) was calculated from the collected972
water amount (event-lwc) by applying the formula: Rw = event-lwcArea×T . The area was the disk of the circular pipe-bend973
collector with a diameter of 0.1 m, and T was the collection period in s. The Rw in Table B.1 is given in g m−2 s−1 in974
order to compare the values with Figure 11. Notice that kg m−2 h−1 are applied in Horjen et al. (1986).
Table B.1: Horjen spray-flux data collected from Horjen et al. (1986). The data set is supplemented with wave height and period from the climate
database of the Norwegian Meteorological Institute. The spray is collected at the heights z1 = 6.6 m, z2 = 7.5 m, z3 = 9.1 m, and z4 = 10.9 m. Endre
Dyrøy was located at or close to the position 74.5°N 31.0°E in the collection period. The following parameters are presented: Start time of water
collection, Collection time (T , s), Wind speed (V , m s−1), Ship speed (Vs, m s−1), Relative heading angle (φr , °), Wave height (Hs, m), Wave period
(Ps, s), and Non-dimensional height above significant wave (z∗ = 2zHs −1) and Time-averaged spray flux (Rw, g m
−2 s−1) for z1 to z4.






4 Rw1 Rw2 Rw3 Rw4
1985-08-30 08:20 3600 18.0 2.1 0 5.0 8.0 1.6 2.0 2.6 3.4 0.8 0.4 x x
1985-08-30 10:15 2700 16.0 3.8 0 4.7 8.0 1.8 2.2 2.8 3.6 2.5 1.0 x x
1985-08-30 16:15 3300 15.0 4.1 15 4.2 8.0 2.1 2.6 3.3 4.2 x 2.9 1.0 0.2
1985-09-05 16:25 2100 16.0 4.1 45 4.0 6.0 2.3 2.8 3.5 4.5 x 5.7 5.5 2.4
1985-09-06 06:45 1800 16.0 4.4 0 4.0 6.0 2.3 2.8 3.5 4.5 1.5 0.6 0.2 0.1
1985-09-06 07:30 1800 15.0 4.6 15 4.0 6.0 2.3 2.8 3.5 4.5 8.0 3.3 0.7 0.2
1985-09-06 08:35 1800 14.0 4.8 45 4.0 6.0 2.3 2.8 3.5 4.5 10.9 10.5 8.0 1.1
1985-09-27 08:35 1800 10.5 4.6 0 2.0 5.0 5.5 6.4 8.0 9.8 0.4 0.3 0.1 x
1985-09-27 09:10 1800 10.5 5.1 45 2.0 5.0 5.6 6.5 8.1 9.9 0.7 0.4 x x
1985-09-27 11:00 1800 10.5 5.1 15 2.0 5.0 5.6 6.5 8.1 9.9 0.5 0.2 x x
1985-09-27 11:45 1800 10.5 2.1 15 2.0 5.0 5.6 6.5 8.1 9.9 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.1
1985-11-25 08:20 1800 10.5 4.6 45 2.0 5.0 5.6 6.5 8.1 9.9 0.4 x x x
975
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Appendix C. Complete data set of the 37 icing events976
Table C.1, C.2, C.3, and C.4 present the complete data set of the 37 icing events from the HYBRID2 data set. For case977
nr 29 the reanalysis wave data was not defined, and the observed values are presented.
Table C.1: Parameters derived from raw data of observations or reanalysis data for the 37 icing events. The table is listing the following parameters:









radiation (↓ LW, W m−2) calculated from net-radiation data from NORA10, incoming diffuse shortwave radiation (↓ SW, W m−2) towards a vertical
plate with a tilt γ from the horizontal (Figure 2), and mean icing rate ( dhdt , cm h
−1). The icing rates are also divided into three categories: light (L),
moderate (M) and severe (S) following the recommended categories of Overland et al. (1986)
Nr Dir Vs c cg ↓ LW ↓ SW dhdt
1 133 1.0 10.8 5.4 254 0 0.11 L10.7 5.3 255 0
2 52 6.7 10.7 5.5 264 0 1.00 M10.7 5.3 264 0
3 163 4.9 11.3 5.6 243 0 0.17 L12.1 6.0 236 0
4 175 7.3 12.9 6.5 235 0 1.00 M11.7 5.8 226 0
5 166 7.4 11.7 5.8 224 0 0.67 L10.7 5.3 216 0
6 165 4.3 7.9 3.9 242 0 0.33 L8.8 4.4 242 0
7 314 3.0 7.4 3.7 197 0 0.33 L6.7 3.4 193 0
8 195 1.1 9.3 4.6 235 14 0.67 L8.7 4.4 234 14
9 149 4.2 9.6 4.8 224 126 1.00 M7.7 3.9 185 145
10 166 2.1 7.7 3.9 185 25 0.33 L7.4 3.7 182 26
11 155 8.0 8.4 4.2 240 0 0.33 L8.7 4.3 240 0
12 193 6.4 10.3 5.2 242 0 0.33 L9.8 4.9 243 0
13 318 6.9 12.1 6.0 258 0 0.33 L12.8 6.4 261 0
14 315 7.3 6.7 3.4 251 0 0.67 L7.5 3.7 255 0
15 183 5.2 11.4 5.7 236 4 2.33 S10.4 5.2 230 4
16 183 6.2 9.1 4.6 224 0 1.67 M8.7 4.3 220 0
17 172 2.1 8.5 4.3 225 0 0.33 L8.5 4.2 224 0
18 270 0.9 9.1 4.5 218 0 0.11 L6.5 3.2 213 0
19 177 5.2 9.9 4.9 232 0 0.67 L9.8 4.9 228 0
Nr Dir Vs c cg ↓ LW ↓ SW dhdt
20 270 0.3 11.3 5.6 242 0 0.67 L11.7 5.9 242 0
21 160 3.3 10.9 5.4 229 0 0.67 L9.5 4.7 223 0
22 297 2.3 8.4 4.2 259 0 0.67 L8.8 4.4 249 0
23 286 3.8 9.6 4.8 155 0 1.67 M9.0 4.5 150 0
24 180 1.0 15.4 7.7 263 0 0.33 L15.5 7.8 265 0
25 209 2.4 9.8 4.9 225 0 0.33 L9.2 4.6 227 0
26
164 4.3 10.6 5.3 242 0
1.33 M10.8 5.4 238 0
150 4.8 10.8 5.4 236 0235 0
27 172 6.3 10.3 5.1 231 0 0.33 L9.7 4.8 232 0
28 298 2.2 11.6 5.8 259 0 0.17 L11.2 5.6 265 0
29 154 2.3 9.7 4.9 230 0 0.33 L4.7 2.3 225 0
30 132 4.6 9.7 4.9 247 0 0.67 L9.4 4.7 243 0
31 160 7.7 9.4 4.7 238 12 1.00 M8.6 4.3 220 16
32 163 8.6 11.1 5.5 291 0 0.33 L10.1 5.1 274 0
33 107 3.5 12.4 6.2 234 0 0.17 L10.1 5.0 207 0
34 217 2.6 9.5 4.7 283 0 0.33 L9.5 4.8 280 0
35 230 1.6 12.7 6.3 273 0 1.67 M12.6 6.3 270 0
36 270 1.7 8.8 4.4 233 0 0.67 L8.0 4.0 235 0
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Illustration photo of KV Senja. Photo: Eirik Mikal Samuelsen, Tromsø, July 20151157
Caption Figure 21158
Wave-ship-collision-icing process. The figure illustrates how sea spray is generated in the collision process and droplets1159
are transported to the freezing surface in consideration. Important parameters involved in the process are listed.1160
Caption Figure 31161
Front part of KV Nordkapp. The images are collected from the General arrangement provided by the Norwegian Coast1162
Guard, and they are showing a
)
the side view, and b
)
the above view with x and y coordinates used in the trajectory1163
model to find the start position of the droplets hitting the mid point of the freezing plate. Dimensions, distances and1164
heights are measured from the General arrangement. A mathematical expression for s is provided in Equation 12.1165
Caption Figure 41166
Relationship between observed and predicted spray-cloud duration times (tdur). a
)
Variations in the calculated Const.1167
in Equation 8 by applying the observations from Ryerson (1995). b
)
Comparing the results of calculated spray-cloud1168
duration time from Equation 8 (blue dots) with the results from Equation 9 (red dots) against the observed duration1169
times in Ryerson (1995). The determination coefficient (R2) of both methods is presented in the upper right corner.1170
Caption Figure 51171
Non-dimensional z∗ = 2zHs − 1 vs. non-dimensional spray flux for different relative heading angles (φr) from Horjen1172
(2013). a
)





but now using observed wave height and wave period from Norwegian Meteorological Institute (2016) in-1174
stead of calculated values obtained from the wind speed (Table B.1 in the current study). The determination coefficient1175
(R2) is calculated from the logarithm of the power-law functions for each of the relative headings (φr). For b
)
both the1176
combined R2 and the combined R2cv are presented.1177
Caption Figure 61178
Model-system flow chart. The model system includes input parameters (rectangles) from the atmosphere (green), the1179
waves (blue), other ocean parameters (turquoise) and the ship (yellow), and the final calculated dhdt . Important processes1180
like the trajectory model (Traj.), Rw, and calculation of heat fluxes, are marked with red circles. Dotted arrows represent1181
more indirect or weaker effects. Blue arrows mark processes only involved when applying the Borisenkov spray-flux1182
formulation. Grey arrows mark processes only involved when applying the Horjen spray-flux formulation. Black1183
arrows mark processes involved when applying both spray-flux formulations.1184
44
Caption Figure 71185
Selection process of icing cases. These maps illustrate the position and quantity of the observations recorded on the1186
KV Nordkapp ships during the years 1983 to 2000 when a
)
all observations are plotted, b
)
at least one of the icing1187
parameters is registered, c
)
visual icing rate is slow or fast, and d
)
the start and end position of the 37 selected icing1188
events are shown. For a
)
only observations inside the same square as the maximum and minimum latitude and longitude1189




Predicted (Pred.) icing rate against observed (Obs.) icing rate with the use of the 6 different methods for input1192
parameters. Error bars are calculated from the round-off error in the two ice-accumulation-thickness values (ES) divided1193
by the time difference between these two observation points
(±1.0
∆t cm h
−1, where ∆t = 3, 6 or 9 h
)
. Gray dashed lines1194
and the letters N, L, M, and S mark the icing-rate categories: none, light, moderate, and severe. Blue crosses mark the1195
results from calculations applying the spray flux derived from the Borisenkov data (Equation 1), and red circles mark1196
the results applying the spray flux derived from the Horjen data (Equation 15). The verification scores BIAS, MAE,1197
and R2 are plotted in the upper right corner in blue and red respectively. BIAS and MAE have units cm h−1, while R21198
is unitless.1199
Caption Figure 91200
Multi-categorical verification scores calculated from 4×4 contingency tables for the 37 ice-accretion events. a
)
illus-1201
trates the skill scores for the icing rates calculated from the Borisenkov spray flux, and b
)
from the Horjen spray flux.1202
For the proportion correct (PC) the score must be above the probability of random hits to show quality, which is 0.251203
for a 4×4 contingency table (grey dashed line). For the other three scores values above zero indicate prediction skills1204
above randomness. The Gandin-Murphy Skill Score (GMSS) was also calculated for 3× 3 contingency tables where1205
moderate and severe icing events were merged together (red open line bar with number in parenthesis).1206
Caption Figure 101207
Multi-categorical verification scores including non-events. As Figure 9 but now including both icing and no-icing1208
events. a
)
illustrates the skill scores for the icing rates calculated from the Borisenkov spray flux, and b
)
from the1209
Horjen spray flux for all the 78 events.1210
Caption Figure 111211
Spray-flux formulation comparison. Mean value of wave height (Hs) between the two observation points in time1212
against spray flux (Rw) with units of g m−2 s−1 for the Borisenkov spray-flux formulation (Equation 1) marked with1213
blue crosses, and the Horjen spray-flux formulation (Equation 15) marked with red circles. In addition, the formulation1214
from Horjen (2013) described in Table 1 are marked with green squares. The wave heights plotted are the wave heights1215
that correspond to the method applied, e.g. the visual estimated wave heights are applied for OBS and HYBRID21216
(Table 2). For comparison, the icing flux (Ri) in g m−2 s−1 derived from the observed icing rates is plotted with black1217
45
triangles. The lines visualise the sensitivity of these spray-flux expressions when applying the median values of V , Ps,1218
Vs, β , α , and c from Table 2 as constants when Hs varies between 0.1 and 12.0 m. In accordance with the model the1219
mean value of Rw is applied when z is varied between 6.5 and 8.5 m.1220
Caption Figure 121221
Wind and wave roses. These figures visualise: a
)
wind rose from observations, b
)
wave rose from observations, and1222
c
)




Figure 1: Illustration photo of KV Senja. Photo: Eirik Mikal Samuelsen, Tromsø, July 2015
Figure 21227
1.5 column1228
Figure 2: Wave-ship-collision-icing process. The figure illustrates how sea spray is generated in the collision process and droplets are transported





Figure 3: Front part of KV Nordkapp. The images are collected from the General arrangement provided by the Norwegian Coast Guard, and they are
showing a
)
the side view, and b
)
the above view with x and y coordinates used in the trajectory model to find the start position of the droplets hitting
the mid point of the freezing plate. Dimensions, distances and heights are measured from the General arrangement. A mathematical expression for




Figure 4: Relationship between observed and predicted spray-cloud duration times (tdur). a
)
Variations in the calculated Const. in Equation 8 by
applying the observations from Ryerson (1995). b
)
Comparing the results of calculated spray-cloud duration time from Equation 8 (blue dots) with
the results from Equation 9 (red dots) against the observed duration times in Ryerson (1995). The determination coefficient (R2) of both methods is





Figure 5: Non-dimensional z∗ = 2zHs − 1 vs. non-dimensional spray flux for different relative heading angles (φr) from Horjen (2013). a
)
Repro-




but now using observed wave
height and wave period from Norwegian Meteorological Institute (2016) instead of calculated values obtained from the wind speed (Table B.1 in the
current study). The determination coefficient (R2) is calculated from the logarithm of the power-law functions for each of the relative headings (φr).
For b
)
both the combined R2 and the combined R2cv are presented.
Figure 61235
1.5 column1236
Figure 6: Model-system flow chart. The model system includes input parameters (rectangles) from the atmosphere (green), the waves (blue), other
ocean parameters (turquoise) and the ship (yellow), and the final calculated dhdt . Important processes like the trajectory model (Traj.), Rw, and
calculation of heat fluxes, are marked with red circles. Dotted arrows represent more indirect or weaker effects. Blue arrows mark processes only
involved when applying the Borisenkov spray-flux formulation. Grey arrows mark processes only involved when applying the Horjen spray-flux




(a) 13911 cases (b) 1151 cases
(c) 262 cases (d) 37 cases
Figure 7: Selection process of icing cases. These maps illustrate the position and quantity of the observations recorded on the KV Nordkapp ships
during the years 1983 to 2000 when a
)
all observations are plotted, b
)
at least one of the icing parameters is registered, c
)
visual icing rate is slow
or fast, and d
)
the start and end position of the 37 selected icing events are shown. For a
)
only observations inside the same square as the maximum





Figure 8: Predicted (Pred.) icing rate against observed (Obs.) icing rate with the use of the 6 different methods of input parameters. Error bars are




−1, where ∆t = 3, 6 or 9 h
)
. Gray dashed lines and the letters N, L, M, and S mark the icing-rate categories: none, light, moderate,
and severe. Blue crosses mark the results from calculations applying the spray flux derived from the Borisenkov data (Equation 1), and red circles
mark the results applying the spray flux derived from the Horjen data (Equation 15). The verification scores BIAS, MAE, and R2 are plotted in the






Figure 9: Multi-categorical verification scores calculated from 4×4 contingency tables for the 37 ice-accretion events. a
)
illustrates the skill scores
for the icing rates calculated from the Borisenkov spray flux, and b
)
from the Horjen spray flux. For the proportion correct (PC) the score must be
above the probability of random hits to show quality, which is 0.25 for a 4×4 contingency table (grey dashed line). For the other three scores values
above zero indicate prediction skills above randomness. The Gandin-Murphy Skill Score (GMSS) was also calculated for 3×3 contingency tables





Figure 10: Multi-categorical verification scores including non-events. As Figure 9 but now including both icing and no-icing events. a
)
illustrates
the skill scores for the icing rates calculated from the Borisenkov spray flux, and b
)




Figure 11: Spray-flux formulation comparison. Mean value of wave height (Hs) between the two observation points in time against spray flux (Rw)
with units of g m−2 s−1 for the Borisenkov spray-flux formulation (Equation 1) marked with blue crosses, and the Horjen spray-flux formulation
(Equation 15) marked with red circles. In addition, the formulation from Horjen (2013) described in Table 1 are marked with green squares. The
wave heights plotted are the wave heights that correspond to the method applied, e.g. the visual estimated wave heights are applied for OBS and
HYBRID2 (Table 2). For comparison, the icing flux (Ri) in g m−2 s−1 derived from the observed icing rates is plotted with black triangles. The lines
visualise the sensitivity of these spray-flux expressions when applying the median values of V , Ps, Vs, β , α , and c from Table 2 as constants when
Hs varies between 0.1 and 12.0 m. In accordance with the model the mean value of Rw is applied when z is varied between 6.5 and 8.5 m.
Figure 121247
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 12: Wind and wave roses. These figures visualise: a
)
wind rose from observations, b
)
wave rose from observations, and c
)
wave rose from
NORA10. The bar length indicates frequency in a given direction interval.
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